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Abstract

Organizations today face a significant challenge in protecting their valuable IT assets. Cyber
criminals unlimited to physical boundaries are able to disrupt and destroy cyber infrastruc-
ture, deny organizations access to IT services and steal sensitive data. With the purpose
of employing socio-technical systems to detect, analyze and respond to these threats, enter-
prises organize security operations centres at the heart of their entities. As the environment
constantly shifts (i.e., in 2020 the corona virus triggered a digital upheaval creating new
attack surfaces; today the Ukrainian war have triggered cyber-conflict) the dependency on
these systems increases the need for situational awareness. Essentially, having the capability
to gather relevant information from the environment, the means to understand the gathered
information, and reflecting that gained understanding for the current environment.

This exploratory study examines how such capabilities are operationalized in leading Man-
aged security service providers (MSSPs) providing cybersecurity operations and incident
response, and looks at how situation awareness knowledge is constructed through the orga-
nizational levels of the enterprise detection & response. In this context, situational awareness
span over different levels in the organization starting from team personnel, ending at top
management. Thus, providing situational awareness at the different organizational levels
is considered a complex process involving various sources of information, different levels of
perspective, and different interpretations which trigger a complex set of decision-making
processes.

To explore this, we constructed a theory-informed narrative using a theoretical lens that
resulted in the formulation of a conceptual framework. Thus, through interviews with prac-
titioners from across the organizational levels of two leading MSSPs; parallel to inquiring
about general aspects surrounding the subject of enterprise response, the conceptual frame-
work was validated. The interview responses were then coded using categorization. The
analysis informed the development of the conceptual framework, and so the framework was
adjusted to account for the findings. Through interpretation of empirical evidence, the result
is a final validated framework which models how cybersecurity operations are operationalized
in the enterprise detection & response of leading MSSPs. With emphasis on situation aware-
ness, the framework shows how technology, people and processes either support or engage
in the perception, comprehension and projection of situation awareness knowledge in order
to make informed decisions. Consequently, the framework takes into account the activities
held post-incident to reflect upon the response, which we argue allows for the construction
of team situation awareness.

Our work contributes to situation awareness theory in the context of cybersecurity opera-
tions and incident response by advancing the understanding of the organizational capabilities
of MSSPs to develop awareness of the cyber-threat landscape and the broader operational
dynamics. By introducing the dynamic framework enhancing situation awareness in cyber-
security SOC—IR we expand on the models of Endsley (1995) and Ahmad et al. (2021) by
combining elements of existing work with empirical findings to reflect best practices applied
in MSSPs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cybersecurity threat actors have risen to become increasingly sophisticated, persistent and
organized, posing a substantial threat to modern organizations (Ahmad et al., 2021). Ver-
izon’s 2021 data breach investigations report (DBIR) reported that external threat actors
in 2020 perpetrated 80 percent of recorded data breaches, with likewise 80 percent of top
threat actor varieties in breaches committed by organized crime groups (Verizon, 2022). Hu-
man attackers who are well-informed, well-trained and methodical by modus operandi use
sophisticated tools and techniques to disrupt and destroy critical cyber infrastructures, deny
organizations access to their own IT infrastructures and services, and steal sensitive data
such as intellectual property, trade secrets, and customer data. As a result, organizations
may suffer from a loss of competitive advantage, productivity, reputation, and customer
confidence, as well as legal penalties and direct financial loss (Ahmad et al., 2021).

The 19th of March 2019 the Norwegian aluminium-giant Hydro was struck by an extensive
ransomware attack known as Lockergoga. Screens at factories and plants around the world
went black, and the company had to switch to manual processes in a number of countries,
while PCs had to be turned off and all communication had to take place on improvised
platforms. The company refused to pay the hackers’ (an Advanced Persistent Threat (APT)
group known as FIN6) bitcoin ransom demands, and issued a stock exchange announcement
a few hours after the attack was discovered. The attack affected the whole of their global
organisation and led to extensive operational challenges including large economic losses.
To recover from the attack, all PCs and servers throughout the organisation were crawled,
cleaned of malicious software and then restored to ensure security. Entire systems; encrypted
PCs and servers had to be rebuilt based on security backups. Hydro subsequently had to re-
organize their entire security team to better be able to detect and respond to such an attack
again. Today, they estimate the total cost of the cyber attack to be upwards of 75 million
dollars (Hydro, 2020; Klevstrand et al., 2020). Despite having a dedicated security team and
what was thought to be sufficient security measures in place to defend the organization, the
attack on Hydro is a prominent example of the very real threat that looms in cyberspace
today and how vulnerable organizations are in the current environment.

The growing dependency on cyberspace has greatly increased the need for situational aware-
ness —essentially, perceiving and understanding the operational environment and accurately
predicting and responding to problems that might occur (Mitre.org, 2022). Situational
awareness is the process of getting relevant information from across the organization, in-
tegrating it into usable intelligence, and re-disseminating it out to help people throughout
the organization to make better decisions (Horneman, 2019). The systems and networks that
operate in cyberspace have vulnerabilities that present significant risks to both individual
organizations and national security. By anticipating what might happen to these systems,
leaders can develop effective countermeasures to protect their critical missions. Hence, situa-
tional awareness span over different levels in the organization starting from the cybersecurity
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team personnel, ending at the top management level. Thus, providing situational awareness
at the different organizational levels is considered a complex process involving various sources
of information, different levels of perspective, and different interpretations which trigger a
complex set of decision making processes (Mitre.org, 2022).

A press release from the world’s leading information technology research and advisory com-
pany (Gartner, 2021) stated that worldwide spending on information security and risk man-
agement technology and services were forecast to grow 12.4 percent to reach 150 billion
dollars in 2021, as it grew 6.4 percent in 2020. Furthermore, their CIO Agenda Survey
(Gartner, 2020) found that cybersecurity was the top priority for new spending, with 61
percent of the more than 2,000 CIOs surveyed reported increasing investment in cyber/in-
formation security that year. A Deloitte (2019) survey of 500 C-level executives further
reports that more than 15 percent of organizations outsource security operations to security
service providers, while 99 percent outsourced some portion of their cybersecurity operations
in total. In an article about situation awareness, Mitre.org (2022) have highlighted the status
of situational awareness in organizations —enlightening that situational awareness on the
technology level is ’available today’, whilst situational awareness catering to the needs of the
operational and strategic levels are either evolving or lacking. This is supported in existing
literature. For example, one study (Oyewole, 2016) reveals that a majority of cybersecurity
incidents are caused by employees lacking situational awareness, stating that organizations
build detection and incident response capabilities based on the available technology compo-
nents without paying sufficient attention to the people or process dimensions of the solutions.
Another study (Ahmad et al., 2021) reveals that most research on the subject of situational
awareness has focused on the technological perspective with comparatively less focus on the
practice perspective, and suggests that situational awareness is a critical attribute of incident
detection and response.

As the field of incident response advances technologically, it is imperative that human factors
efforts keep pace in representing the human half of the human-machine system (Nyre-Yu
et al., 2019). We therefore pose the following research questions addressing the practical
perspective of situational awareness:

• "How are leading Managed security service providers (MSSPs) operationalized to pro-
vide security operations and incident response as a service?"

• "How is situational awareness knowledge constructed through the organizational levels
of the MSSP?".

The purpose of this exploratory study is to develop an understanding of the concept of sit-
uation awareness and its relation to cybersecurity; investigate its function in the context
of enterprise MSSP security operations and examine how situation awareness knowledge is
constructed through the organizational levels of the enterprise response. With this knowl-
edge, the objective of the study is to develop and validate a conceptual dynamic framework
visualizing the workings of best practice security operations teams.
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1.1 Rationale and motivation

A review of literature by Ahmad et al. (2021) suggests that Situation Awareness is a critical
attribute of organizational incident response. In their studies, they found that there had
been invested considerable effort in studying the technological aspects of developing Situ-
ation Awareness but comparatively there had been considerably less focus on the practice
perspective. Mitre.org (2022) and Oyewole (2016) states that the society today has access to
the technological solutions catering to the needs of situational awareness, yet we are lacking
maturity on the operational and strategic levels catering to the needs of threat context and
mission [situation] awareness. Evesti et al. (2017) states that the general research community
indeed has approached the topic from various perspectives, but reveals that research in the
area has focused mostly on industrial control systems (ICS) and system availability. From
another perspective, Jajodia and Albanese (2017) states that the current state-of-the-art in
the area of automation sees the operational aspects of IT security too time-consuming to
allow for the focus on the process perspective of situation awareness in most realistic sce-
narios. On the other hand, as a motivation to pursue this angle, Rajivan and Cooke (2017)
mentions in their recommendations for further research that ’it would be beneficial to use
study opportunities for studying work flow of cyber defense analysts and cognitive processes
underpinning their work flow’. In "response" to their suggestion for further research, our
study focuses on the cognitive processes of situation awareness in security analysts and ma-
jor incident teams visualizing the communication pathways and information flows between
them including the broad operational context.

1.2 Research approach

To examine and understand the concept of enterprise detection and response and what com-
prises situational awareness within a large scale MSSP context, this study uses a qualitative
research approach. The technique for data gathering in this research is primarily through
semi-structured interviews and research articles from reputable journals. The study began
with a preliminary systematic literature review of eleven articles, that took place between
September and November of 2021. With the goal of developing an understanding of the
concept and phenomenon of situation awareness in cybersecurity, this established a founda-
tion of knowledge for the primary literature review of twenty-one articles which took place
between January and February of 2022. For the interviews we chose a qualitative approach
as they are aimed to extract comprehensive information, making them particularly valuable
when studying social processes and the "how" of various occurrences. Twelve interviews
were thus carried out between March and April of 2022, which lasted between fifty to sev-
enty minutes each, with respondents from two leading MSSPs based in Norway. The first
set of questions established the interviewee’s role and responsibilities as well as their take on
what situation awareness in cybersecurity means to them and their company. The second
set asked the interviewee to walk the researchers through the different technologies, stan-
dards and frameworks used within incident management and how they cooperate with other
organizations to enhance situation awareness. The third and fourth set of questions dealt
with the company’s incident response process to major cybersecurity incidents and what the
respondent saw as the biggest challenges associated with such an incident. In the last part of
the interview we presented and explained our proposed conceptual framework with follow-up
questions, with the point of validating whether our theory-informed framework represents
how MSSP security operations works in real life. The systematic literature review and the
semi-structured interviews respectively provided the theoretical foundation and empirical
findings so that it was possible to answer the research questions. In figure 1.1, we present
a "process map" that models our research approach and the processes reviewed to reach a
conclusion.
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Figure 1.1: Process map

1.3 Thesis overview

Chapter 1 - Introduction provides an overview of the problem statement and the research
questions.

Chapter 2 - Background and related work discusses the literature review process as
well as the background and related research that form the foundation of this study. Intro-
duces the theoretical lens from which our conceptual framework is informed.

Chapter 3 - Research approach presents arguments for why the chosen research approach
and its philosophical assumptions is suitable for this study. Moreover, research design, data
collection, interview methodology, limitations of interview, data analysis, validity and ethical
considerations are presented.

Chapter 4 - Results is where we present the conceptual framework and address the find-
ings collected from the interviews.

Chapter 5 - Discussion is where we present the empirically validated framework and the
literature is discussed with the empirical findings.

Chapter 6 - Conclusion Provides a conclusion and a brief reflection of limitations and
opportunities for further research as well as the contribution to theory and industry.
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Chapter 2

Background and related work

In this section we discuss the literature review process, including the choice of method,
literature criteria, search and screening process before presenting an overview of the articles
reviewed. Subsequently, we discuss the background and related research that form the
theory of this study before introducing the theoretical lens from which our coming conceptual
framework is informed.

2.1 Literature Review

The systematic literature review (SLR) provides an analytical review of literature that is
relevant for the thesis project. The primary motivation for conducting an SLR was to
provide greater insight and understanding of the phenomenon ’situational awareness’ in
cybersecurity and how it is operationalized in enterprise detection and response. Aligned
with Kitchenham and Charters (2007), our rationale for choosing the SLR approach is that
it is a well-defined methodology making it less likely that the results are biased and that they
can provide information about the effects of a phenomenon across a wide range of settings and
empirical methods, providing evidence that a phenomenon is robust and transferable. The
major weakness though is that it requires considerably more time and effort than traditional
literature reviews.

"To push the knowledge frontier, we must know where the frontier is. By reviewing
relevant literature, we understand the breadth and depth of the existing body of
work and identify gaps to explore.” (Paré et al., 2015)

2.1.1 Method

Before starting our research, we did a preliminary SLR to establish a theoretical foundation.
Then we ran a new "screening" on the previous SLR and took with us only the articles that
we considered were relevant to our coming research after gaining a greater understanding of
the subject. Then we completed a fresh "screening" before "snowballing" from these articles,
shaping the new literature review. We chose to follow a SLR approach to select and identify
research to help reach our objectives, accommodating the research questions. A systematic
literature review is a means of identifying, evaluating and interpreting research relevant to
a particular research question, or topic area, or phenomenon of interest (Kitchenham and
Charters, 2007).

Based on the framework of Kitchenham (2004), the model below (figure 2.1) of Xiao and
Watson (2019) represents our process steps. The reason for this choice is, as it is written
about "the most common reasons for choosing SLR" in Kitchenham and Charters (2007)’
framework guide; "To provide a framework/background in order to appropriately position new
research activities". This relates to our subsequent qualitative study where we construct a
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theory-informed narrative using a theoretical lens that through empirical inquiry results in
the formulation of a conceptual framework. "Ideally, a systematic review should be conducted
before empirical research, and a subset of the literature from the systematic review that is
closely related to the empirical work can be used as background review." (Xiao and Watson,
2019)

Figure 2.1: Process of systematic literature review (Xiao and Watson, 2019)

2.1.2 Literature criteria

Criteria need to be set regarding the related research to help us accumulate results that
correlates to the research problem to a higher degree.

• The articles must be written in English or Norwegian

• The articles must contain a combination of keywords relating to our research problem

• The articles should be published in a trustworthy journal

• The articles should have been peer-reviewed

• The articles should not be older than 7 years. However, if the content of the paper is
relevant for today, it could be included regardless of the publication date.

• Literature cited by more sources will be prioritized over similar articles with fewer
citations

2.1.3 Search process

The literature search process finds material for the review; hence, a systematic review de-
pends on a systematic search of literature. When looking for relevant literature, the three
major sources that are considered are; (1) electronic databases, (2) backward searching and
(3) forward searching. Electronic databases constitute the predominant source of published
literature collections (Patticrew and Roberts, 2006). During the literature review process,
we used the search engines and databases IEEE Xplore, Scopus, and Google Scholar to find
relevant literature. These search engines provides adequate results, as they collect literature
from multiple sources and provide a comprehensive library of content. Relevant literature
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was retrieved and stored utilizing cloud storage software during the search. In order to find
relevant literature, we made a set of key-words that were used in formulating the search
strings (see table 2.1). Our approach was to make one broader search with more keywords
and more liberal operators (i.e. Situation awareness OR Security readiness) and one nar-
rower search with more strict use of operators (i.e. "Situation Awareness" AND "Incident
response").

Keyword Synonym/related concept (Abbreviation)

Cybersecurity

- Cyber Security
- Cyber Defence
- IT Security
- Computer Security
- Information Security

Situational Awareness
- Situation Awareness (SA)
- Security Readiness
- Security Awareness

Incident Management

- Cyber Security Management
- Information Management
- Incident Response (IR)
- IR Life Cycle

Cyber Threat Intelligence - Threat Intelligence
- (CTI)

Security Operation Center - (SOC)
- Computer Security Incident Responce Team (CSIRT)

Security Information and Event Management - (SIEM)

Information Sharing

- Information Exchange
- Information Dissemination
- Threat Intelligence Sharing
- Knowledge Sharing

Enterprise/organization

- Organisation
- Firm
- Company
- Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP)

Table 2.1: Keywords used in the search string
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2.1.4 Screening

After compiling a list of references, researchers should further screen each article to decide
whether it should be included for data extraction and analysis (Xiao and Watson, 2019).
According to the selection protocol and the article criteria established, after compiling a
reference list from the initial and supplementary searches, we conducted a screening process
to include and exclude literature. To visualize the process, a PRISMA flow diagram is pre-
sented in figure (2.2) below.

Figure 2.2: Preliminary systematic literature review

The process started by accumulating a list of references from the two searches. After remov-
ing duplicates, 84 articles remained. Articles with titles of utter irrelevancy were excluded,
i.e. titles of which did not represent any relevance to the study. Thereafter, by the remaining
31 articles, abstracts were read to conclude whether they were relevant, similarly to the title
screening. After abstract screening we were left with 17 articles. These were then assessed
by full-text screening, i.e. reading the most representative information of each article by
summaries, findings, results, conclusions and selected chapters for relevancy while simulta-
neously assessing the quality of the works, which excluded 6. The screening process left us
with 11 articles.

Following the preliminary research to gain a basic understanding of the topic, we realized
that we needed to reconsider some of the articles, and supplement with an additional search
process. As our knowledge of the relevant concepts improved, the scope of the project shifted.
Thus, we realized that some articles were no longer relevant to the study. Furthermore we
developed a basis to conduct more relevant and accurate searches. To obtain the necessary
and relevant literature that would form the theory and background of this study we con-
ducted an additional search. Following the same principles as with the preliminary SLR, we
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concluded the process with a snowballing approach from the 13 eligible articles identified.
The PRISMA flow diagram below (see figure 2.3) depicts the results of the final screening
process.

Figure 2.3: Final systematic literature review

The 21 eligible and selected articles from the screening process are presented in the table
(2.2) below.

Author (Year) Source Title Keywords

Conti, et al.,
(2018)

Advances in
Information Security

Cyber Threat
Intelligence: Challenges
And Opportunities

Cyber Threat Intelligence,
Indicators of attack
Indicators of compromise,
Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Hasan, et al.,
(2021)

Information security
and Applications

Evaluating the cyber
securityreadiness of
organizations and
its influence on
performance

Cyber security, Readiness,
TOE framework, Security
performance, Financial
performance, Non-financial
performance

Karen
Kent,
Murugiah
Souppaya,
(2006)

NIST
Guide to
Computer Security
Log Management

Security software,
Log protection, Log analysis
Syslog format,
Syslog security,
Architecture
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Author (Year) Source Title Keywords

Ahmad, et al.,
(2021) Computers & Security

How can organizations
develop situation
awareness for incident
response: A case study
of management practice

Cybersecurity management,
Information security
management,
Incident response,
Cybersecurity,
Situation awareness,
Case study,

Wagner, et al.,
(2019) Computers & Security

Cyber threat intelligence
sharing: Survey and
research directions

Advanced persistent threat,
Cyber threat intelligence,
Threat sharing, Relevance,
Trust, Anonymity,
Literature survey

Evesti, A.;
Kanstrén, T.;
Frantti, T.,
(2017)

IEEE International
Conference on Cyber
Situational Awareness,
Data Analytics and
Assessment (CyberSA)

Cybersecurity situational
awareness taxonomy

Computer security,
Taxonomy, Decision
making, Monitoring,
Law, Decision
making, security
of data

Jajodia, S.;
Albanese, M.,
(2017)

Center for Secure
Information Systems,
George Mason
University

An Integrated Framework
for Cyber Situation
Awareness (Part of book:
Theory and Models for
Cyber Situation
Awareness)

Framework,
Cyber Situation Awareness

Franke, U,;
Brynielsson,
J.,
(2014)

Computers and Security

Cyber Situational
Awareness - A systematic
review of the
literature

Situational awareness,
Cyber security,
National cyber strategies,
Research strategy,
Literature review

Scott E.
Jasper
(2016)

International Journal
of Intelligence and
Counter Intelligence

U.S. Threat Intelligence
Sharing Frameworks

Cyber threat intelligence
configurations,
Sharing coordination
challenges, Automated
mechanisms

Oyewole, T.,
(2016) ISACA Journal

Application of Situation
Awareness in Incident
Response

Perception, Comprehension,
Projection, Situation
awareness theory,
IR detection,
Analysis, Improvement

K. Oosthoek,.
C. Doerr,
(2021)

International Journal
of Intelligence and
Counter Intelligence

Cyber Threat Intelligence:
A Product Without
a Process?

CTI, Cyber threats,
IoC, APT,
Artificial intelligence (AI)

J. M. de
Fuentes
et al. (2017)

Computers & Security

PRACIS: Privacy-
preserving and aggregatable
cybersecurity
information sharing

Cybersecurity information
sharing, Cyberthreat
management, Format
preserving encryption,
Homomorphic encryption,
Cooperative cyberdefense

R. van der
Kleij,
et al., (2022)

Computers & Security
Developing decision support
for cybersecurity threat and
incident managers

Cybersecurity, Cognitive
task analysis, Cognitive
work analysis, Decision
support, Incident response,
Information security risk
management

C. Goodwin
et al. (2015) Microsoft Security

A framework for
cybersecurity
information sharing and
risk reduction

Situational awareness,
Framework, Mitigations,
Best practices, Microsoft
security
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Author (Year) Source Title Keywords

P. Rajivan &
N. Cooke.,
(2017)

Theory and models
for Cyber Situation
Awareness (Computer
Science book series)

Impact of Team
Collaboration
on Cybersecurity
Situational Awareness

Teamwork, Collaboration,
Communication, Human
factors, Cyber security,
Simulation, Modeling,
Cognitive Task Analysis,
EAST

M. Nyre-Yu,
et al., (2019). Sage Journals

Observing Cyber
Security Incident
Response: Qualitative
Themes From
Field Research

Incident response,
CSIRTs, Information
sharing, Organization,
Learning, Automation

S. Barnum
(2014).

The MITRE
Corporation

Standardizing Cyber
Threat Intelligence
Information with
the Structured Threat
Information eXpression

STIX, CTI, Information
sharing, Standardization

S. Bhatt,
et al.,
(2014).

IEEE Security
& Privacy

The operational role of
security information and
event management systems

Security information
and event management
systems (SIEM), Security
operation center SOC,
Network security

K. Arlitsch,
A. Edelman
(2014).

Journal of Library
Administration

Staying Safe: Cyber
Security for People
and Organizations

Responsibility,
Integrity, Confidentiality,
Availability

M. Vielberth,
et al. (2020) IEEE Access

Security Operations Center:
A Systematic Study and
Open Challenges

SOC, Security of data,
Computer security,
Security management,
Cyber incidents

O. Podzins,
A. Romanovs

IEEE Conference of
Electrical, Electronic
and Information
Sciences

Why SIEM is Irreplaceable
in a Secure IT Environment?

SOC, SIEM, IT
infrastructure, Computer
security, Log analysis,
Incident management

Table 2.2: Reviewed articles

2.2 The role of cybersecurity in organizations

As Hasan et al. (2021) defines cybersecurity, it is the practice of protecting an organiza-
tion’s IT-related assets, including data, systems and networks, from digital attacks that may
access, destroy, or change sensitive information or disturb business operations. Cybersecu-
rity involves the convergence of people, processes and technology to protect organizations,
individuals or networks from digital attacks. Organizations that manage and preserve sen-
sitive data must take their obligations seriously and allocate adequate resources to ensure
the data’s protection, and organizational leadership must encourage a culture of responsible
data management and demand that cyber security be taken seriously (Arlitsch and Edelman,
2014).

Ursillo and Arnold (2019) explains that the purpose of any cybersecurity strategy is to assure
data confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Confidentiality refers to how information is
organized in terms of who needs access and how sensitive the information is. The certainty
that the data has not been tampered with or deteriorated during or after submission is
referred to as data integrity. Data availability denotes the availability of information to au-
thorized users when it is required (DNV, 2022). New threats develop on a regular basis, and
each organization must ensure that it is prepared to deal with a constantly changing threat
landscape, and even though organizations have significantly increased their investments in
cybersecurity in later years, incident occurrences have continued to rise (Ahmad et al., 2021).
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In order to detect intrusions efficiently, a global view of the monitored network is required.
This is only possible with an architecture that can collect data from all sources. This task
is specifically assigned to a Security Operation Center (SOC) (Bidou et al., 2004).

2.3 Security Operations Center (SOC) & IR

We ground theory about SOCs on a systematic study. The study by Vielberth et al. (2020) re-
viewed 158 academic publications to determine the current state-of-the-art knowledge within
SOCs of which it derived the primary building blocks that it comprises. Using this knowledge
we develop an understanding of the general aspects of SOC relevant to our study.

2.3.1 Architecture

A SOC is an organizational entity that is at the heart of all security operations. It is usually
viewed as a complex structure that manages and improves an organization’s total security
posture rather than a single entity or system. Its job is to employ technology, people and
processes to detect, analyze, and respond to cybersecurity threats and incidents (Vielberth
et al., 2020).

On a high and abstract level, SOCs can be structured as centralized, distributed, or decen-
tralized entities. A centralized architecture in the context of SOCs refers to the approach
in which all data is transferred from various locations or subsidiaries to a single central
SOC for processing. A distributed SOC resembles one single system operating across several
subsidiary companies. Users have the impression that they are interacting with one single
entity. All entities can retrieve, process, integrate, and deliver security information and ser-
vices to other entities using the distributed system. A decentralized SOC is made up of a
few SOCs of possibly limited capability that report to one or more central SOCs (Vielberth
et al., 2020). Adding to that, Muniz et al. (2015) state that the choice of architecture should
formalize the operation model of SOC in terms of components and relationships.

2.3.2 Roles and responsibilities

Depending on the scope and size of the SOC, different teams are needed in different numbers.
Different tiers of analysts, as well as dedicated managers, are typical core positions within
the operational hierarchy:

• Tier 1 analysts are primarily in charge of gathering raw data and assessing alarms and
alerts from system monitoring tools. They confirm, determine, or revise the criticality
of alerts, as well as add important data to them. The analyst determines if each alarm
is legitimate or a false positive (Vielberth et al., 2020). If the analyst receives too
many false alarms, the rule that specify alarm criteria is escalated for reconfiguration
to a SOC engineer (Bhatt et al., 2014). Identification of other high-risk events and
possible incidents is another job at this level. All of these must be prioritized based on
their importance. If problems can’t be resolved at this level, they’re escalated to tier 2
analysts (Vielberth et al., 2020).

• Tier 2 analysts evaluate the more serious security incidents escalated by tier 1 an-
alysts and conduct a more in-depth analysis using threat intelligence (Indicators of
Compromise (IOC), updated rules, etc.). They must comprehend the scale of an in-
cident and be aware of the systems that are affected on a higher level. At this tier
they transform the raw attack telemetry data collected at tier 1 into actionable threat
intelligence (Vielberth et al., 2020). Tier 2 security analysts use a broader range of
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information to conduct deeper analysis, including internal sources such as system logs
and asset management systems, as well as external sources such as threat activity alerts
from government agencies and private corporations (Bhatt et al., 2014). Furthermore,
designing and implementing measures to contain and recover from an incident is the
responsibility of tier 2 analysts. If a tier 2 analyst face major issues with identifying
or mitigating a cyberattack, additional tier 2 analysts are consulted, or the incident is
escalated to tier 3 (Vielberth et al., 2020).

• Tier 3 analysts are the most experienced members of a SOC’s workforce. They deal
with major incidents that have been escalated to them by tier 2 analysts. Analysts at
this level also conduct or supervise vulnerability assessments and penetration testing
in order to identify attack vectors. Their primary role is to identify potential threats,
security flaws, and vulnerabilities before they become known. Moreover, they should
recommend ways to optimize the deployed security monitoring tools as they gather rea-
sonable knowledge about a potential threat to the systems. At this level, analysts must
also analyze all significant security alerts, threat intelligence, and other security data
provided by tier 1 and tier 2 analysts (Vielberth et al., 2020).

• SOC Managers oversee the security operations team. They provide technical assis-
tance as needed, but most importantly, they are responsible for effectively managing
the team. Evaluating team members, developing processes, assessing incident reports,
and developing and implementing necessary crisis communication plans are all part of
the job. They also assist with security audits, and report to the Chief Information Se-
curity Officer (CISO) or other top-level management position (Vielberth et al., 2020).
Managers are ultimately responsible in making sure that incident response activities
are carried out correctly(Cichonski et al., 2012).

These core roles are present in all SOCs, regardless of size. However, in a smaller SOC,
each role’s responsibilities are broader, and as the SOC grows, they are narrowed down to
be more specific. In a small SOC with only a few analysts, for example, everyone must be
knowledgeable in several skills because a few employees must cover all arising tasks. Roles
in a larger SOC can be more specific, such as some analysts focusing on network monitoring
while others are experts in e.g., cloud or on-premises specifics (Vielberth et al., 2020). Muniz
et al. (2015) also notes that SOC responsibilities could be outsourced to a managed service
provider.

On another side-note, the terms CSIRT (Computer Security Incident Response Team) and
SOC are frequently interchanged, despite the fact that CSIRTs focuses primarily on the
response phase after an incident has occurred. A CSIRT is an organizational entity in
charge of coordinating and assisting the response to a cyber incident. A CSIRT can be
characterized as a stand-alone unit or as part of a SOC (Vielberth et al., 2020). At the tier
3, Muniz et al. (2015) states that a CSIRT is often involved to deal with an incident, brought
in by tier 3 analysts.

2.3.3 Processes

Because the goal of a SOC is to respond to and prepare for incidents, one approach to
structuring the underlying processes is to use the Incident Response Lifecycle or similar
frameworks such as the ISO/IEC 27035:2016. The Incident Response Lifecycle, according to
the NIST Computer Security Incident Handling Guide, consists of four steps: "preparation,"
"detection and analysis," "containment, eradication, and recovery," and "post-incident ac-
tivity," which will form the structure of the following section (Vielberth et al., 2020) (see
Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Incident Response Life Cycle (Cichonski et al., 2012)

Preparation
The preparation step of the incident response cycle within SOC-literature mainly focuses
on data collection, according to Vielberth et al. (2020). The identified five process steps of
data collection are Normalization, Filtering, Reduction, Aggregation and Prioritization, as
can be seen in Figure 2.5 below.

Figure 2.5: The data collection process. (Vielberth et al., 2020)

The following presented sequence is the most common and uniform among existing literature
and represents the core steps, meanwhile there are various data collection processes that can
be adopted to enhance the effect of preparation.

1) Normalization is about translating heterogeneous data formats into a standard format
to further conduct processing. Normalizing data into uniform representation helps avoid
confusion in the timeline of security events and reduces the possibility of incorrect conclu-
sions being drawn based on inconsistently measured network activity. This process is often
referred to as pre-processing or log parsing (Vielberth et al., 2020).

2) Filtering is about screening system data for elements that are likely to contain critical
information from a security standpoint (Vielberth et al., 2020); such as Robust Filtering
handling syslog (system log) messages differently based on the host or program that gener-
ate a message (Kent and Souppaya, 2006).

3) Reduction is about sorting out data in logs to reduce redundancy. It is similar to filtering,
but works in such a way that it removes individual unimportant data fields as opposed to
filtering where you "hold on to" the important data (Vielberth et al., 2020). Through log
reduction, as you remove unneeded entries, a new log is created that is smaller and more
manageable (Kent and Souppaya, 2006).

4) Aggregation combines similar events into one single data element. Basically, it also re-
duces redundancy of data by accumulating correlating log entries into one single log message,
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which states the type and number of entries aggregated (Vielberth et al., 2020). I.e., in our
understanding, "message 1", "message 2", "message 3" is combined to resemble: "message
(3)". For example, if a thousand entries that each record a portion of a scan is aggregated,
they would be pooled into a single entry that denotes how many hosts were scanned (Kent
and Souppaya, 2006).

5) After defining requirements and goals for the log management process, an organization
should prioritize those requirements and goals based on the organization’s perceived risk
reduction and the expected time and resources required to perform log management func-
tions(Kent and Souppaya, 2006). Prioritization is about classifying log data according to
importance to facilitate further processing. Prioritizing incoming data, for example, can
help you decide how to respond to events or how long to keep logs (Vielberth et al., 2020).
Prioritization may also include the use of correlation to provide context for log entries in
order for them to be validated (Kent and Souppaya, 2006).

Detection and Analysis
Even for experienced security professionals, the sheer volume of data collected in previous
steps can be daunting. Although the number of alerts generated is heavily dependent on the
network environment, for manageability, SOCs typically aim for 1,000 to 3,000 alerts per
day per tier 1 analyst(Bhatt et al., 2014). Data analysis is used to convert this data into
useful information, and is essentially a way to make sense of what is collected. Detection
methods are used to recognize incidents within the volume of data with the help of automated
procedures and human operators (Vielberth et al., 2020).

Figure 2.6: Detection & Analysis (Cichonski et al., 2012)

Attack detection can be done either manually or automatically. The discovery of an incident
by an internal or external person is known as manual detection. Thus, security special-
ists such as analysts in the SOC or security novices can discover threats. An example of
manual detection would be if an employee receives a phishing email and reports it so that
the security team can take appropriate action (Vielberth et al., 2020).

Regarding automatic detection and analysis, the literature focuses on specific methods.
Among detection methods, there are anomaly-based detection, signature-based detection
and specification-based detection. The former method uses normal system behavior as a
basis to distinguish and detect deviations (Vielberth et al., 2020). Triggering alerts when
observed events differ from normal events (Bhatt et al., 2014). Signature-based detection
uses a knowledge base of previous attacks and is useful to detect known threats of known
system vulnerabilities. The latter method uses predefined profiles and protocols to detect
incidents. For example by specifying known IOCs, you can tell the system to look for pro-
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grams that behave according to the specification (Vielberth et al., 2020).

Containment, eradication & recovery
Following or during the detection and analysis phase, depending on the incident, a main
objective is to be able to rapidly react and contain the incident, minimizing damage (Muniz
et al., 2015).

Figure 2.7: Containment, Eradication & Recovery (Cichonski et al., 2012)

Before an incident depletes resources or increases damage, it is essential to contain the inci-
dent, segregating or isolating it from the rest of the system (e.g., so that it cannot spread).
Because most incidents require containment, this is an important consideration early in the
course of incident handling (Cichonski et al., 2012). The SOC team typically has somewhat
limited knowledge of the network and how data actually flows through it, and thus to man-
age the containment, eradication and recovery phase of an incident, systems and database
administrators are almost always brought in and involved (Muniz et al., 2015).

An important consideration is decision-making, an essential component of containment (e.g.,
shut down a system, disconnect it from a network, disable certain functions). Such decisions
are much easier to make if there are predetermined strategies and procedures in place for
dealing with the incident. Containment strategies differ depending on the incident type. For
example, the strategy for dealing with an email-borne malware infection differs greatly from
that of dealing with a network-based DDoS attack. Organizations should develop distinct
containment strategies for each major incident type, with criteria clearly documented to
inform decision-making (Cichonski et al., 2012). On this point it is important that the SOC
knows to triage and escalate an incident in time, so that those decisions can be made.

Post-Incident Activity
In the systematic study by Vielberth et al. (2020), they emphasize that no SOC-specific sci-
entific publication deals with the topic of "post-incident activity". Because of this, they did
not consider the topic in their description of SOC processes, deeming literature incomplete.
Considering Vielberth et al. (2020) reviewed 158 academic publications, having analysed
208 papers from 7 renowned databases we recognize there is a gap in existing literature
about SOC operations. In an attempt to contribute to filling this gap, we have explored
and enquired about the fourth step of the incident response cycle within SOCs through our
empirical findings and discussion (Chapters 4.2.5 & 5.1.4). However, as you may recall, a
CSIRT can be characterized as a stand-alone unit or as part of a SOC. Thus, we assume
post-incident activity within CSIRTs to be similar or the same as that of SOCs;
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Figure 2.8: Post-Incident Activity (Cichonski et al., 2012)

One of the most important aspects of incident response is also one of the most frequently
overlooked: learning and improving (Cichonski et al., 2012). This is where incident response
teams seek to improve the incident response process and reflect upon the people, processes
and technologies involved (Muniz et al., 2015). Conducting a "lessons learned" meeting
with all parties involved following a major incident, and optionally after minor incidents as
resources allow, can be extremely beneficial in improving security operations and the inci-
dent handling process itself. A lessons learned meeting provides an opportunity to bring an
incident to a close by reviewing what happened, what was done to respond, and how well the
response performed(Cichonski et al., 2012). It allows for reflection on the incident handling
performance where ‘lessons learned’ are incorporated into standard operating procedures
(Ahmad et al., 2021). The meeting should take place within a few days of the incident’s
ending. Other aspects of the post-incident activity phase involves using the collected incident
data to e.g., conduct risk assessments; preserve evidence for prosecution of perpetrators; and
storage capacity handling (how long certain types of data is kept from an incident)(Cichonski
et al., 2012)

For security teams to manage and comply to all of these processes, and maybe more so
the preparation and detection & analysis phases, modern enterprise SOCs are hierarchically
structured around SIEM systems (Bhatt et al., 2014).

2.4 Security Information and Event Management (SIEM)

Among a SOC’s goals are to monitor security related events from the enterprises’ technol-
ogy environments, including the IT network perimeter defense systems such as application
servers, firewalls, databases, intrusion prevention devices, and user accounts. Each asset
might be monitored using a variety of sensors and maintain log files of activity. The SOC re-
ceives event information from the sensors and log files and triggers alerts indicating possible
malicious behavior, both at the perimeter of the network and in the enterprise.(Bhatt et al.,
2014). In the wake of advanced security invasions, SIEM has replaced the Intrusion Detec-
tion and Prevention System (IDPS) to fulfill these goals (Chopra and Mahapatra, 2019).
SIEM systems are an important tool used in SOCs as they collect security events from many
diverse sources in enterprise networks, standardize the events to a common format, store
the conformed events for forensic analysis, and correlate the events to identify malicious
activities in real time (Bhatt et al., 2014). They have evolved into comprehensive systems
that provide a broad view of high-risk areas and proactively focus on mitigation measures
aimed at lowering incident response costs and time (González-Granadillo et al., 2021).
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Despite the fact that the new generation of SIEMs offers powerful features in terms of correla-
tion, storage, visualization, and performance, as well as the ability to automate the reaction
process by selecting and deploying countermeasures, current response systems are severely
limited, and countermeasures are selected and deployed without a thorough impact analysis
of attacks and response scenarios (González-Granadillo et al., 2021). SIEM systems’ main
strength however, is their ability to cross-correlate logs from diverse sources using common
attributes to define meaningful attack patterns and scenarios, which when they occur, can
alert SOC analysts. Figure 2.9 illustrates a SIEM system’s basic architectural components.

Figure 2.9: A typical SIEM system architecture (Bhatt et al., 2014)

The SIEM accepts input from various security devices and sensors including perimeter de-
fense systems, applications, host- and network sensors. Each device and sensor is configured
to output security events with unusual or anomalous behavior that might indicate malicious
intent. These events may each be represented in different formats. Thus, the SIEM system’s
first task is to standardize the different representations into a normalized format to ease fur-
ther processing and to simplify maintenance and rule creation. As the figure depicts, SIEM
system connectors–customized for each source– receive the events. The connectors then
parse the input events and convert them into a standardized format, and do so in a scalable
manner to keep up with the event source. Once the events are conformed in a standardized
format, they are forwarded to the security management platform and the forensic analysis
database (Bhatt et al., 2014). All discovered anomalies/alerts are then ranked and shown
in the SIEM dashboard. From this view, the system will send automated notifications to
the right people, conduct automated corrective steps, and generate reports for management
and key performance indicator (KPI) review on a regular basis (Podzins and Romanovs,
2019). Data analysts examine each anomaly separately after they’ve been discovered. If a
false positive is discovered, the SIEM architect/content author or anyone else in charge of
rule fine-tuning will optimize the rule that was triggered. If the anomaly constituted a legiti-
mate security event, the relevant incident response workflow inside the SOC will be triggered.

The management platform’s rule engine applies its rules periodically to a bulk of events,
typically those captured in the last few hours. Whenever a rule triggers a new alert, the
alert is sent to the SIEM platform terminal for analysis by the SOC. Each rule captures
information about malicious behavior. For example, a rule might look for suspicious login
attempts within a time window or look for HTTP requests to known malicious URLs. The
rules are generated from two sources: a SOC engineer can create rules, and the SIEM system
can algorithmically generate rules from events, e.g., via pattern mining - that is, identifying
sets of events that occur together frequently within a time frame. A rule engine might also
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be configured with anomaly detection - triggering alerts when observed events differ from
normal events (Bhatt et al., 2014). A single event may not trigger an alarm in some cases
though, but a consistent pattern would. The internal rules engine of the system does this.
Systems require ongoing optimization, which is one of the most serious issues. Artificial in-
telligence modules are available from most major SIEM vendors (Splunk, IBM, LogRhythm,
etc.) and are designed to make analysis more "intelligent" by allowing it to adapt to changes
in the environment. This component is still a long way from being a "set-up-and-forget"
solution, but its effects are improving, and if properly optimized, it will increase overall
anomaly detection efficiency (Podzins and Romanovs, 2019)

According to Podzins and Romanovs (2019), SIEM solutions have significant advantages and
disadvantages, which are summarized in the table (2.3) below. We include the table for the
purpose of highlighting a SIEM’s applicability in a summarized format, in an attempt to
create an overview of its usefulness.

Security Information and Event Management (SIEM)
Advantages Disadvantages
Centralized log storage -
in the event that the primary
log source is unavailable, a
secondary log storage with
high file availability, integrity,
and confidentiality will always
be available.

SIEM systems are costly;
the initial purchase price,
which includes license
costs based on the volume
of logs processed/indexed,
will be prohibitively expensive
if log files are not prioritized.

Increased incident response
efficiency.

SOC will be required 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week, which will
significantly increase the costs
(mostly on salaries).

Will be able to acquire a
"big picture" of what is
going on in the IT environment
at any given time.

If you’re not careful, the amount
of maintenance required to examine
alarms and improve SIEM
(fix "False Positives") can rapidly
become overwhelming.

Forensic information on historical
events. At the same time, audit
log integrity is maintained.

Employees to configure and
use the system is expensive,
hard to hire (because of
security knowledge
shortage in the market)
and even harder to hold them.

Table 2.3: Advantages and disadvantages with SIEM

"State-of-the-art SIEM is undoubtedly the enabling technology of a modern effec-
tive security operations centre (SOC). Before SIEM, security professionals were
essentially blind, unable to see what was happening in their own IT environments"
(Gailey, 2020).

While SIEM systems provide control over networks and systems, to be able to gain a knowl-
edge advantage over cyber threat actors and anticipate potential threats and risks, SOC
personnel needs to ’raise their gaze’ and look into the operational environment and the cur-
rent threat picture. Bhatt et al. (2014) makes the point that, among many dependencies, a
SOC’s effectiveness depends on its access to actionable threat intelligence.
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2.5 Cyber threat intelligence (CTI)

The volume of cyber attacks and malware varieties has risen significantly in recent years,
making it increasingly challenging for security analysts and forensic investigators to discover
and protect against cybersecurity threats. To address this issue, researchers coined the term
"Threat Intelligence" which refers to "the set of data collected, assessed and applied in re-
lation to security threats, threat actors, exploits, malware, vulnerabilities, and compromise
indicators."(Conti et al., 2018). CTI provides knowledge of a malicious actor’s capabilities,
infrastructure, motives, goals, and resources in cyberspace (Jasper, 2016). In fact, CTI was
established to support security practitioners in recognizing the indicators of cyber threats,
extracting information about the attack techniques, and, as a result, accurately and swiftly
responding to the attack (Conti et al., 2018). The primary goal of CTI is to gain a knowledge
advantage over cyber threat actors. CTI accelerates the detection of malicious behavior at
the tactical and operational levels, ideally before a malicious actor gains a foothold in the
network. On a Strategic level, CTI helps decision-makers make sense of and gain insight into
the relevant threat environment (Oosthoek and Doerr, 2021). The use of threat intelligence
enables an organization to prioritize defenses around prized assets, focusing on vulnerabil-
ities and ways that an adversary activity can be mitigated (Jasper, 2016). Wagner et al.
(2019) consequently states that CTI is not simply information, it is information that has
been analyzed and is actionable.

It is becoming increasingly necessary for organizations to have a cyber threat intelligence
capability and a key element of success for any such capability is information sharing with
collaborators, peers and others they select to trust (Barnum, 2014). While cyber threat
intelligence and information sharing can assist companies in focusing and prioritizing the
use of the substantial quantities of complicated cyber security data they encounter today,
they still require standardized, structured representations of this data to make it tractable.
This relates to how organizations and cybersecurity stakeholders exchange information.

2.5.1 Information exchange

Reducing cybersecurity risk by enhancing cyber situational awareness in organizations in-
creasingly depends on information sharing and collaboration among a wide range of actors,
leveraging many different models, methods, and mechanisms. As reported by Goodwin et al.
(2015), information sharing is the process of sharing information about cybersecurity inci-
dents, threats, vulnerabilities, best practices, mitigation measures and other topics. Wagner
et al. (2019) explains that sharing of CTI is an effective way of enhancing the situation
awareness of an organization and its stakeholders. Moreover, it is seen as a necessity to
survive current and future attacks by working proactively instead of only reactive. It may
become obligatory for organizations to have a threat intelligence program and disclose their
knowledge as part of proactive cyber security. Stakeholders may be held responsible in the
future for not sharing known threats that could affect others resulting in a breach. The core
idea behind threat intelligence sharing is to create situation awareness among stakeholders
through sharing information about the newest threats and vulnerabilities, and to swiftly
implement the remedies(Wagner et al., 2019).

The Structured Threat Information eXpression (STIX) is a community-driven initiative to
define and develop a language to describe structured threat information (Barnum, 2014).
STIX is an expressive, flexible, and extensible representation language used to communicate
an overall piece of threat information (Sauerwein et al., 2017). According to a study of
existing threat intelligence sharing initiatives, Sauerwein et al. (2017) concludes that STIX
is the most used standard for sharing structured threat information. The architecture is
comprised of several cyber threat informations such as cyber observables, incidents, indi-
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cators, adversaries tactics, procedures, techniques, exploit targets, courses of action, cyber
attack campaigns, and threat actors (Barnum, 2014). To share this structured threat in-
formation, the most commonly used standard is TAXII (Trusted Automated eXchange of
Indicator Information)(Sauerwein et al., 2017). TAXII is a collection of services and message
exchanges to enable the sharing of information about cyber threats across product, service
and organizational boundaries. It is seen as a "transport vehicle" for STIX structured threat
information and a key enabler to widespread exchange. Both STIX and TAXII are products
made by the Mitre Corporation (Mitre.org, 2022).

In cybersecurity, receiving the right information at the right time can empower decision-
makers to reduce risks, deter attackers, and enhance resilience. Sharing the right information
is more than people exchanging data, it is also about the automation of machine-to-machine
sharing to counter fast-moving threats (Goodwin et al., 2015). Within the concepts of CTI
management and especially information sharing, several authors (Leszczyna and Wrobel
(2019); Ahmad et al. (2021); Naseer et al. (2021); Skopik et al. (2016)) promote the con-
cept of inter-organizational sharing networks for exchange of threat intelligence information,
primarily by the use of SOCs. This gives organizations a considerable advantage when fight-
ing against cyber threats (Ahmad et al., 2021). Multiple studies, including de Fuentes et al.
(2017) and van der Kleij et al. (2022) confirms that cooperative cyberdefense is as an essential
strategy to fight against cyberattacks. Cybersecurity Information Sharing (CIS), especially
about threats and incidents, is a key aspect in this regard, and according to the European
Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA), 80 initiatives and organizations and more than
50 national and governmental Computer Security Incident Response Teams (CSIRTs) are
involved in CTI sharing at European Union (EU) and European Economic Area (EEA) level
(Wagner et al., 2019). CIS provides members with an improved situational awareness to
prepare for and respond to future cyber threats. Privacy preservation is critical in this con-
text, since organizations can be reluctant to share information otherwise. This is particularly
critical when CIS is facilitated through an untrusted infrastructure provided by a third party
(e.g., the cloud).

Despite the obvious benefits, organizations appear to be hesitant to join information sharing
networks. As reported by de Fuentes et al. (2017), organizations are not inclined to share cy-
bersecurity intelligence (including ongoing or past cyber incidents) neither with governments
nor with other partners or competitors. Reasons include the lack of trust in the sharing in-
frastructure, particularly if it is run by a potential competitor or adversary, and the way
sharing is carried out. For example, in networks in which the government is involved, compa-
nies prefer to remain anonymous in case of incidents that uncover infringement of rules, i.e.,
leakage of unprotected personal data. Another concern as expressed by van der Kleij et al.
(2022) is that professionals may sometimes have to deal with a large number of parties, of
diverse backgrounds and using different professional languages, which by nature complicates
the exchange of information especially in stressful situations. Wagner et al. (2019) conse-
quently states that a prevalent reason why companies do not share their CTI is the belief
that they have nothing worth sharing and that competitors will use the knowledge against
them. It is unfortunate, because even if they believe the information is useless, it may be
this information that prevents another organization from being compromised by improving
their situational awareness.

2.6 Situational awareness

Situational awareness, often and hereby referred to as situation awareness or SA (for the
sake of simplicity), is a multifaceted and well-studied phenomenon (Franke and Brynielsson,
2014). SA is from a technical point of view defined as the compiling, processing, and fusion
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of data. Such data processing necessitates the ability to evaluate data fragments as well
as fused information and provide a reasonable estimate of its information quality (Arnborg
et al., 2000). As a result, it is conceivable to technically relate and assess pieces of data
in relation to one another. The cognitive component of situation awareness, on the other
hand, is concerned with the human capacity to comprehend technical implications and draw
conclusions in order to make informed decisions. Cognitively, it is thus interesting to assess
to what extent a human decision-maker is aware of the situation, i.e., has reached a certain
level of SA, and how well he or she manages to maintain and develop this awareness over
time (Franke and Brynielsson, 2014).

In the following sections, we attempt to cover the many definitions that make up the subject
of SA. With the purpose of uncovering ’the multiple facets’ of the subject, we provide a
background and theoretical lens to relate to throughout the project report.

2.6.1 Cybersecurity situation awareness

The widely applied and most common definition of situation awareness is that of Endsley
(1995), which from a cognitive point of view defines SA as “the perception of the elements in
the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and
the projection of their status in the near future". Endsley (1995) describes SA as part of a
larger process for human cognition that is framed from an information-processing perspec-
tive. It is apparent in the literature, that authors most of the time refer to and "translate"
Endsley’s conceptualization into their own perspective when defining SA in cybersecurity.

Evesti et al. (2017) states about SA in cybersecurity that "building situation awareness re-
quires capability to gather information from the environment, means to understand gathered
information, and reflecting the gained understanding for the current environment". Here -
gather, understand and reflect are synonyms for perceive, comprehend and project. Further-
more, Ahmad et al. (2021) defines SA in IR as "the perception of incident-related elements
within the organizational environment over the course of the incident, the comprehension of
their meaning within the context of the organization’s cybersecurity mission and objectives,
and the projection of their status in the near future" - Here, the body of the definition is
altered to fit the dynamics and attributes of organizational incident response perspective
and environment. Consequently, Ahmad et al. (2021) offer a more comprehensible exam-
ple, framing SA as "a problem of collecting relevant and useful information (i.e. ’collect the
dots’), fusing together key elements of the information (i.e. ‘connect the dots’) and deriving
insights from the fused information (‘project from the dots’)" - much like how Rajivan and
Cooke (2017) compares SA to knitting pieces of a puzzle together. You collect the pieces (’the
dots’), connect them and reflect upon the picture that emerges. Simultaneously, collecting
and connecting the pieces of the puzzle are synonyms for perceiving and comprehending,
while the finished puzzle represents insight of the environment of which an operator can re-
flect upon (projection) to inform decision-making. Moreover, Franke and Brynielsson (2014)
adds, based on the conceptualization of Endsley that "the words "perception", "comprehen-
sion", and "projection" within cybersecurity can be taken to denote progressively increasing
awareness levels ranging from (i) basic perception of important data, (ii) interpretation and
combination of data into knowledge, and (iii) the ability to predict future events and their
implications".

By these multiple definitions and perspectives we develop an understanding of the over-
all meaning of SA and its transferable meaning to SA in cybersecurity. Proceeding from
Endsley’s definition, Perception may in cybersecurity terms incorporate the gathering of
useful and important incident-related data or collecting of cybersecurity information from
the organizational environment over the course of an incident. Comprehension is about un-
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derstanding; interpreting and combining that data into usable knowledge and intelligence
within the context of the organization’s cybersecurity mission and objectives, and Projection
involves the reflecting of the gained understanding for the current environment, deriving in-
sights from the processed data to predict future events and their implications.

Additionally, on a side note, there is the concept of ’team situation awareness’ or team
SA. Endsley (1995) defines this, from a human-centered point of view, as "the degree to
which every team member possesses the SA required for his or her responsibilities". Largely
applicable to the cybersecurity SOC and IR processes (a team effort), Rajivan and Cooke
(2017) describes the concept as members of a team becoming aware of different aspects of
a situation and knitting the pieces of the puzzle together through communication or other
interactions to achieve team SA and to take appropriate action. The implementation of team
SA as a concept makes sure every team member is adequately informed and aware to make
the best decisions, collectively and across knowledge-areas in a fast-paced environment.

2.7 Theoretical lens

The theoretical lens is how we choose to interpret the phenomena that we investigate in
our study, as there are several theories and approaches in the study of situation awareness.
As may be apparent, the theory of Endsley (1995) which takes an information processing
approach is the most dominant, as it is repeated in existing literature about the subject. As
a basis for this study, this is the selected theoretical lens. However, Endsley (1995) writes
about general SA within an objective operator ’s perspective, and does not specifically focus
on SA in cybersecurity. A more recent study by Ahmad et al. (2021) on the other hand,
addresses this issue and provides a definition of SA in cybersecurity IR specifically; "the
perception of incident-related elements within the organizational environment over the course
of the incident, the comprehension of their meaning within the context of the organization’s
cybersecurity mission and objectives, and the projection of their status in the near future".
Drawing on this definition, the result is a bilateral theoretical lens, which takes basis in
Endsley (1995)’s conceptualization of the situation awareness process, incorporating Ahmad
et al. (2021)’s point of view. Along with the definition of SA in cybersecurity, we base our
study on certain models and flow diagrams as you will see throughout this section, which
set the basis for our coming conceptual framework.

2.7.1 Situation awareness of the environment

Figure 2.10 below illustrates Endsley (1995)’s situation awareness process model for hu-
man cognition that is framed from an information-processing perspective. Here, ’Situation
Awareness’ (bold outline box) is an operator’s ’state of knowledge’ that can exist at three
different level states – perception, comprehension and projection. The three states of SA col-
lectively lead to the making of a decision and subsequently the execution of action. Finally,
the interaction of the operator with the real-world environment (feedback) results in further
modification of the operator’s mental model which again directs further actions (Ahmad
et al., 2021). Within a SOC environment, the operator most of the time is a SOC analyst,
but could also be a major incident team, of which we will come back to later (but keep that
in mind as you read about the operator throughout the next section).
Within the Situation Awareness process, Perception is a state of knowledge that reflects
the operational picture of the environment (Ahmad et al., 2021). The Environment in-
cludes the status, attributes, and dynamics of elements in the operational domain relevant
to the operator. E.g., a pilot would perceive elements such as aircraft, mountains, weather
or warning lights along with their relevant characteristics (e.g., color, size, speed, location)
(Endsley, 1995). I.e., perception results from the gathering of raw data through actions such
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Figure 2.10: Situation Awareness (Adapted from Endsley) (Ahmad et al., 2021)

as sensing the environment, interacting with the environment or even receiving messages
from the environment (Ahmad et al., 2021). For example, operators may develop insights
using visualisation to sense the environment ; employ tools to structure this insight to allow
for interaction with the environment (e.g. in ways that instruct computers to conduct future
work for them); or receive alerts from e.g. sensors that requires human interpretation, ac-
quiring messages from the environment (Conti et al., 2013). Comprehension is a higher level
state of knowledge resulting from the operator processing key elements from the operational
picture into their mental model so the significance of the elements to the operator’s objec-
tives and mission become apparent (Ahmad et al., 2021). Franke and Brynielsson (2014)
explains this as the fusion of data, i.e. the data used to develop SA is the result of data
fusion. Simply put, fusing raw data into comprehensible information for developing decision
support systems that ultimately serve to help a decision-maker gain and further develop
a high degree of SA. Projection is the third and highest level state of knowledge. It re-
sults from the operator extrapolating from their existing mental model to produce plausible
states of the system and the environment in the future (Ahmad et al., 2021). For example
by conducting risk analysis and recognizing business critical assets and processes to adapt
countermeasures to better suit the current and future environment (Evesti et al., 2017).
Projection is purposeful and supports goal-oriented decision-making; the operator assesses
the situation and interprets what might or will happen in the future in the context of its
objectives and mission as a basis for future decision-making (Ahmad et al., 2021).

Decision and Action Execution are stages that are separate from the Situation Awareness
process but follow from it as part of the larger process model of human cognition (Ahmad
et al., 2021). Hence, SA exists as a facilitator for decision-making rather than part of it. I.e.,
SA is produced as input for decision-makers deciding how to react to a situation (Evesti et al.,
2017). Thus, the Decision-stage is where the operator makes a course of action based on the
SA knowledge constructed during the Situation Awareness process. Consequently, Action
Execution is where the operator puts the decision into effect based on the previous stage
to continuously change the state of the environment (Ahmad et al., 2021). This decision or
choice of action leans on strategical SA knowledge constructed in the projection state relative
to Endsley’s cognitive model (Evesti et al., 2017). The final stage (feedback) imposes the
course of action and impacts the real world which is ultimately perceived by the operator
through its Situation Awareness all over again (Ahmad et al., 2021).

2.7.2 Situation awareness in cybersecurity IR

A case study by Ahmad et al. (2021) on the management practice of organizational incident
response contributes a process model of SA in cybersecurity IR (Figure 2.11). In their study,
they suggest that SA is a critical attribute of organizational IR and answer "How can orga-
nizations practice situation awareness in incident response?"

As a result, they identified three key ingredients required for a process model of SA in cyber
IR.
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• The stakeholders

• The process inputs (playbooks, mental models, strategic, business and IT context, and
threat intelligence

• The process outputs (perception, comprehension, and projection)

To understand how teams of security operations perceive, comprehend and project SA knowl-
edge and dynamically behave to manage enterprise detection and response, this model is our
point of reference. In this section we break down the model to explain its processes.

Figure 2.11: Situation Awareness in Cybersecurity IR (Ahmad et al., 2021)

The process model is represented in two dimensions. The green boxes on the horizontal
dimension is used to model cybersecurity stakeholders. The vertical dimension represents
SA as of Endlsey’s three states of cognition (perception, comprehension, and projection).
There are two types of dynamic behavior in the process model. The first is task behavior
(investigation vs. escalation), and the second is information processing behavior (goal-driven
vs. data-driven) (Ahmad et al., 2021).
The purple arrows in Figure 2.11 represent information processing behavior by allowing
progression across the three states of SA knowledge. The purple arrows pointing downward
indicate that data-driven processes can help organizations achieve increasingly higher levels
of SA (moving from perception to comprehension to projection). The upward pointing purple
arrows between the states indicate that goal-driven processing, such as attention-focusing,
result in lower levels of SA utilizing existing mental models (moving from projection to
comprehension to perception) (Ahmad et al., 2021).
Each stakeholder’s contribution to SA is characterized in terms of their frame of reference
(yellow bar). In comparison to senior SOC analysts, junior SOC analysts have a limited
frame of reference. Individual IT systems and networks within the organization are the
focus of their efforts. Analysts at L3 SOC have a broader perspective that includes the
company’s global IT operations. The Security Leadership Team, which covers the entire
company, has the largest frame of reference. Their perspective is business-centered rather
than technology-centered, which is a key distinction (Ahmad et al., 2021).
The processes of SA run continuously, in parallel, and can be data-driven and goal-driven
at the same time (Ahmad et al., 2021).
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Levels of Situation Awareness
Evesti et al. (2017) divides the goal of SA into two level categories of operational and strate-
gic, concentrating on SA from temporal and decision-makers position perspectives. Here,
SA can be seen as short-term day-to-day operational information or long-term strategical
information. Ahmad et al. (2021) provides a similar insight towards the operational and
Strategic levels of SA in cybersecurity, but adds on the tactical level, including the roles
responsible for each level of producing SA information and perspective as you can see in
figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Levels of SA (grounded in theory of (Ahmad et al., 2021))

Operational level SA produces information for short-term decision making. In other words,
data is collected mostly in real time, and analysed on daily or weekly basis. The operational
level SA is built by level 1 and 2 junior SOC analysts applying various monitoring and
analysis tools and alerts at different priorities from immediate to near-short term (Evesti
et al., 2017; Ahmad et al., 2021). Here, the analysts apply playbooks, mental models, tacit
knowledge about the organization and incident, and operational threat advice to synthesize
incident-related elements within their existing knowledge, for triage and criticality assess-
ment (Ahmad et al., 2021).

Tactical level SA produces tactical intelligence which involves hypothesizing about threat
activity impacting the enterprise and validating that against the observations of tactical
level analysts. The tactical level can be viewed as an additional level within the operational
level as described by Evesti et al. (2017), or rather a higher level - between the operational
level and Strategic level as you can see in Figure 2.12. Here, more qualified/senior level (tier
3) analysts oversee and draw on analytics-driven reporting from lower-level analysts (at the
operational level) and make decisions based on a more mature mental model (more expe-
rienced and goal oriented). Their mission is to synthesize incident-related elements within
their existing knowledge for sense-making and further criticality assessment (Ahmad et al.,
2021).

Strategic level SA produces long-term information for executive decision-makers. The pro-
duced SA is utilised to define, e.g., policies, which in turn is reflected to the whole organi-
sation. Moreover, Strategic level SA, risk analysis and recognition of business critical assets
and processes are central tasks. Hence, the protected assets, which relate to enterprises main
objectives and business operations, have to be identified in the Strategic level. Furthermore,
threats and vulnerabilities towards these assets have to be recognised. Strategic level SA,
produced by risk analysis, makes it possible to define required high-level security controls
and an acceptable risk level (Evesti et al., 2017). Here, the security leadership team apply
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mental models, tacit knowledge, and input about strategic business context to synthesize
incident-related elements with existing knowledge for the purposes of understanding (com-
prehension of the situation). With the most equipped mental models, the leadership team
apply strategic threat advice to generate future scenarios of the incident to inform decision-
making (Ahmad et al., 2021).

2.7.3 Information flow and communication pathways in IR

In the study by Ahmad et al. (2021), they present an illustration of the information flow and
communication pathways in SOC-IR within the anonymized enterprise "FinanceCentral".
The figure below (Figure 2.13 depicts this illustration. The model shows the dynamics of

Figure 2.13: Information flow and communication pathways in IR (Ahmad et al., 2021)

the case organization, and how information flow and communication pathways flow through
the different technologies and people. Using this insight, we can understand how teams
of security operations really function in incident response from the technology components
which allows for the perception of elements in the environment to the Security Leadership
Team (SLT) which projects the acquired SA to eventually make a decision.

The Level 1 security analysts collect raw data from the SIEM platform. The information
flow from the SIEM platform to the analysts (arrow 3) describe how SA of the environment
is perceived through the SIEM. Before reaching the analysts, the SIEM platform collects its
raw data from System Activity Logs obtained from the Enterprise Technology Environments
(arrow 1) through the Enterprise Data Security Service (arrow 2). Thus, the SIEM is the
focal point of which the SOC relies on to be able to do their job. The Threat intelligence
team provides threat intelligence to the different stakeholders of the organization. At an
operational level, the team monitor the threat landscape and feeds actionable intelligence to
L1 analysts, another means of constructing SA of the environment. Consequently, the secu-
rity analysts communicate across the SOC axis to convey actionable data and perspectives
of an incident as it potentially escalates, requiring increasing levels of SA knowledge as we
have learned from the process model and the explanation of the different levels; operational,
tactical and strategic. On a Strategic level, the organization pays for a vendor of threat
intelligence which provide a direct line to expert analysts and ready-made CTI of which
they can draw on in need, during a major incident (arrow 6). A major incident triggers
the formation of the security leadership team (arrow 10). One of the SLT’s responsibilities
in such a situation is to open communication channels to relevant stakeholders, and direct
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the incident response. To execute these responsibilities the SLT initiates a formal ‘man-
aged incident’ process which comes with a dedicated technical incident recovery manager.
The team through the recovery manager set up two communication platforms, of which
they call bridges. One management bridge and one operational bridge. With the former
channel, the SLT communicate with C-suite executives; through the CISO with the senior
executive of the organization. This communication is critical to rapid decision-making and
coordination. Through the operational channel, the SLT coordinates communication with
the IT and business domains of the organization, including leaders and stakeholders of the
technology domains relevant to contribute with the enterprise response (Ahmad et al., 2021).

Drawing on the knowledge constructed from this and the previous models and explanations,
a coherence becomes apparent of which constructs the theory-informed narrative that com-
prises our theoretical lens. Following chapter 3 we present our conceptual framework in the
result chapter which reflects this coherence.
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Chapter 3

Research approach

The purpose of this exploratory study is to develop an understanding of the concept of
situation awareness and its relation to cybersecurity; investigate its function in the context
of enterprise MSSP security operations and examine how situation awareness knowledge is
constructed through the organizational levels of the enterprise response. To accomplish this,
the study addresses two research questions (RQs):

• (RQ1) How are leading Managed security service providers (MSSP) operationalized to
provide security operations as a service?"

• (RQ2) "How is situational awareness knowledge constructed through the organizational
levels of the MSSP?"

This chapter presents arguments for why the chosen research approach and its philosophical
assumptions is suitable for the project and argues for why the alternative research approach
is considered less suitable.

3.1 Qualitative approach

Qualitative approach in information systems research is a broad umbrella term that cov-
ers a wide range of techniques ranging from interviews, observational techniques such as
participant observation and fieldwork, through to archival research (Hennink et al., 2020;
Myers, 2021). In qualitative research, philosophical assumptions include interpretive and
naturalistic approaches (Hennink et al., 2020). Qualitative research ‘involves an interpre-
tive, naturalistic approach to the world. This means that qualitative researchers study things
in their natural setting, attempting to make sense of, or interpret phenomena in terms of the
meanings people bring to them’(Denzin and Lincoln, 2008). Some sources claim qualitative
research can also be positivist and critical, meaning building an understanding of phenom-
ena through theory testing building on hypotheses and, respectively, that social reality is
historically constituted and that it is produced and reproduced by people (Myers, 2021).
Situational awareness in cybersecurity however, is in our opinion rather not (particularly)
historically constituted and neither easily hypothesized as it requires a unique subjective en-
terprise context to be examined. Thus, the position of interpretivism in relation to ontology
and epistemology is that interpretivists believe that reality is socially constructed, assuming
that access to reality is only through social constructions such as language, consciousness
and shared meanings (Myers, 2021). Fittingly so, as Walsham (1993) p.4-5 quotes; ’inter-
pretive methods of research in IS are “aimed at producing an understanding of the context
of the information system, and the process whereby the information system influences and
is influenced by the context"’. Relating Walsham (1993)’s quote to our study, one could say
that this IS research is “aimed at producing an understanding of the context of the SOC, and
the process whereby the SOC influences and is influenced by SA in cybersecurity”. We find
that the advantages of conducting qualitative research allow us to have an increased degree
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of flexibility in the research design; the ability to avoid reliance on the researcher’s prede-
termined assumptions; the opportunity to provide greater depth and detail in a researcher’s
findings; and the capacity to simulate participants’ unique individual experiences (Griffin,
2004).

We selected a qualitative approach with interviews as it allows participants elaborate in ways
that are not possible with other methods like survey research. Depending on how willing
the interviewee is to share information on how they operationalize security operations to i.a
construct situational awareness, it is believed that a qualitative approach would be an ideal
option. However, qualitative data analysis is not always an easy and straightforward task.
It is up to every researcher how to do the analysis, as there are no hard and fast rules about
how to do it. Whereas quantitative data analysis can bring well-established mathematical
and statistical procedures, qualitative research allows for more in-depth analysis. Qualitative
analysis is more dependent on the skill of the researcher to see patterns and themes within
the data (Oates, 2006). Focusing on opportunities, it would be important to establish a
good and well thought-through interview guide.

“Qualitative research methods are designed to help researchers understand people
and the social and cultural context within which they live. The goal of understand-
ing a phenomenon from the point of view of the participants and its particular
social and institutional context is largely lost when textual data are quantified ”
(Myers, 2021).

To justify our choice of research approach, we have included a comparison of qualitative
research and quantitative research from the book “Qualitative Research Methods” where
Hennink et al. (2020) address the key differences (see table 3.1).

Qualitative research Quantitative research

Objective
To gain a contextualized
understanding of behaviours,
beliefs, motivation

To quantify data and
extrapolate results to a broader
population

Purpose
To understand why? How? What is
the process? What are the
influences or contexts?

To measure, count, or quantify
a problem. To answer: How
much? How often? What
proportion? Which valiables
are correlated?

Data Data are words (called textual
data)

Data are numbers (called
statistical data)

Study population

Small number of participants;
selected purposively
(non-probability sampling)

Referred to as participants or
interviewees

Large sample size of
representative cases

Referred to as respondents or
subjects

Data collection methods In-depth interviews, observation,
group discussions

Population surveys, opinion
polls, exit interviews

Analysis Analysis is interpretive Analysis is statistical

Outcome
To develop an initial
understanding, to identify and
explain behavior, beliefs or actions

To identify prevalence,
averages and patterns in data-
To generalize to a broader
population

Table 3.1: Qualitative VS Quantitative aspects (Hennink et al., 2020)
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By looking at the table above, it is apparent to us that a qualitative approach would be a
better fit for our research project. Considering the objective and purpose of this research
study; what information we want, and what method that can provide it. Referring to Table
3.1, the purpose of this study is not to measure, count or quantify a problem, nor is the
objective or outcome to identify patterns in data. It is rather to develop an understand-
ing and an explanation of the ’behavior and actions’ of SOC operators in the context of
their typical organization, and to understand "why", "how" and "what is the process" of
something, which is in the nature of this exploratory study.

3.2 Research Design

The choice of research design relates to the nature of the research problem and the type
of knowledge information required to answer the research questions (Cresswell, 2008). The
goal of this study is to investigate and gain a better understanding of the concept of sit-
uation awareness and its relation to cybersecurity; investigate its function in the context
of enterprise MSSP security operations and examine how situation awareness knowledge is
constructed through the organizational levels of the enterprise response; As we have already
covered under 3.1, Myers (2021) makes the point that an interpretive qualitative approach
within IS research are aimed at producing an understanding of the context of the informa-
tion system, and the process whereby the information system influences and is influenced by
the context. This identifies well with our approach, and implies the position of our research
design. Our aim is to produce an understanding of the SA and its relation to cybersecurity
and investigate its function in the context of security operations. Meanwhile, Sarker et al.
(2018) states that "analysis within exploratory studies often involve (...) induction by en-
gaging in some common-sense way of developing an accurate picture of a situation and its
implications, which generates claims in the form of a new framework, propositions, or lessons
learned". This appropriately also relates well with our case, as our objective is to develop
- exactly - a new framework portraying how SA is operationalized and constructed through
different organizational levels of enterprise MSSP’s (ref. RQs). Thus, our research may also
imply the position of inductive exploratory research.

To resolve this ambiguity - among genres within qualitative research, Sarker et al. (2018)
presents a map (figure 3.1 below) of prominent qualitative approaches adopted in the IS
community.
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Figure 3.1: A Map of Genres in Qualitative Research (Sarker et al., 2018) (redacted)

In the search to distinguish the approaches of interpretive and exploratory studies, to po-
sition our research study, we identified an overlap between the two approaches in question
(red striped area). Thus, we argue that this is an exploratory study - bringing elements from
the interpretive tradition - i.e., by interpretive we a) construct a theory-informed narrative
using a theoretical lens (Endsley’s theory) (2.7) to b) produce an iterative understanding
with a "hypothesis" (conceptual framework) followed by "validation" (Sarker et al., 2018)
(interviews) to produce the final validated framework. As can also be seen in Figure 3.1,
the two approaches lean most-of-all towards inductive reasoning (bottom dimension). This
is best described by Given (2008) in The SAGE Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Meth-
ods as "a form of reasoning used in pursuit of understanding and knowledge, establishing
a relationship between observations and theory". In this respect, we argue that we observe
through the experiences of the practitioners who are the ones who perform cybersecurity
tasks on a daily basis. Through interviews we get first hand information about their activ-
ities, establishing a relationship between observations and theory. The result is that this is
an inductive exploratory study with elements from the interpretive tradition of qualitative
research.

3.3 The unit of analysis and subject selection

This exploratory study aims to examine how leading Managed security service providers
(MSSP) are operationalized to provide security operations as a service while catering to
the needs of situational awareness. A MSSP provides outsourced monitoring and manage-
ment of security devices and systems. Common services are managed firewall, intrusion
detection, virtual private network, vulnerability assessment, and anti-viral services. MSSPs
leverage high-availability security operation centers (either their own or from other data cen-
ter providers) to provide 24/7 services aimed at reducing the number of operational security
personnel an organization needs to hire, train, and retain in order to maintain an acceptable
security posture (Gartner, 2022).
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In order to get the best possible answers and investigate "best practices", it was important
for us that we learnt from experts working in leading organizations within the field of cyber-
security. Prior to this research, we had already agreed to collaborate with one leading MSSP
based in Norway. The agreement was that during our research we would be allowed to inter-
view candidates from this organization, and we were given a contact person that put us in
touch with the right subjects based on our needs and their role in the organization. To avoid
bias, we contacted several other organizations in the initial phase of the research which left
us with one additional organization in the same category and scale willing to contribute to
our data collection. In the table (3.2) below, the two investigated organizations are described.

MSSP1 MSSP2

Description Large multinational and leading
IT consultancy company

Large multinational and leading IT
consultancy company

Organizational
turnover

Forty billion NOK (4.4 billion
USD)

Forty-two billion NOK
(4.5 billion USD)

Employees
Operates in 7 countries and
employs more than 7,500
personnel

Operates in nearly 30 countries and
employs 47,000 personnel

Business

Offers a full range of hardware
and sofware from the world’s top
technology companies and help
customers solve problems and get
maximum productivity from their
IT investments

Helps large private companies
and public enterprises to take
digital leadership, and is committed
to creating value for customers and
society with the mission of guiding
their customers, partners and
employees towards bold choices
by leveraging digital technology
to build a positive future for all

Selection
motivation

We selected these firms as they: (1) have an in-house, state of the art
SOC and permanent 24/7 IR function (both internal and as-a-service)
that is mature and - amongst few, approved by an unnamed (sensitive)
governing function, and (2) have evolved ’best practice’ IR from
experiences of highly sophisticated cyber-attacks.

Table 3.2: Organizational profile of the two investigated organizations

When choosing informants within these organizations, it was important that they qualified
to provide information and knowledge (Yin, 2014) that best suits our case. In order to
provide a rich and broad picture of the phenomenon in the empirical findings, different
roles of relevance within the organizations were interviewed. We made an inquiry to our
contacts in MSSP1 and MSSP2 and shared our interest in interviewing; both junior and
senior analysts working on their SIEM platform handling daily events, the CISO or other
C-suite employees of relevance, a cyber-operations leader, a SOC leader, a cybersecurity
strategy leader, and an employee working with cyber threat intelligence. This resulted in a
total of 11 interviews, all of which provided valuable information to our research. We were
determined from the beginning to ensure anonymity of our respondents and their employer,
so that they could answer honestly without fear of repercussions. Figure 3.3 displays the
role and years of employment of our respondents, where there is a wide range of experience
and areas of responsibility amongst them, giving the answers from the interviews different
perspectives. To avoid "elite-bias", which can occur if one bases the selection only on top
management such as directors, board chairmen, etc. we included a variety of subjects in the
sample at various organizational levels (Myers and Newman, 2007).
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Pseudonym Role Years in role
CISO Chief Information Security Officer 5 years
Manager_SOC (SOC) Project Manager 0.3 years
Lead_IRT Leader of Incident Response Team 7 years
TeamLead_SOC Leader of analytics-team within SOC 2 years
L1Analyst_SOC Tier 1 SOC analyst 1 year
Sec_Consult Senior Security/Technical Consultant 1 year
Product_Manager Manager of SOC services 15 years
Lead_Onboarding Director Onboarding 1 year
CSO Chief Security Officer 8 years
Lead_SOC Professional Leader of SOC 3 years

Table 3.3: Subject selection

3.4 Data collection

Qualitative data includes all non-numeric data such as images, words and sounds found in
interviews, researchers diaries and company documents to mention some. It is the main type
of data generated in qualitative studies (Oates, 2006). In procuring knowledge information
to be able to answer our research questions, to collect data, we made a choice of doing semi-
structured interviews.

With a qualitative approach, interviews are designed to elicit detailed information, making it
especially useful when a researcher’s aim is to study social processes or the “how” of various
phenomena (DeCarlo, 2021). When interviewing well-established large scale organizations
dealing with cybersecurity on a daily basis there is a certain expectation that they have
processes in place to maintain good SA within the context of cybersecurity. The expected
outcome of the analysis is to develop an understanding on which elements and conditional
functions are necessary to perform effective security operations in a busy environment and
how to achieve holistic SA in that context.

An interview is a particular kind of conversation between people, and it has a set of as-
sumptions that do not apply to “normal” conversations. We rely on interviews because it
helps us better understand and explore research subjects’ behaviour, opinions, phenomenon
and experiences as our purpose for undertaking the interview is to gain information from
the interviewee. The discussion does not occur by chance, but has been planned in some
way by the researcher. They usually have an agenda—a particular set of issues they want
to find out about—so the discussion of topics does not occur arbitrarily or randomly, with
both sides free to choose the topics at will. Instead, the researcher will steer the discussion
into their topics of interest (Oates, 2006).

The development of how we wanted to structure our interviews began with the reviewing of
existing literature as described in the previous chapter. The literature review was important
to be able to ensure greater reliability and validity of the questions that were to be asked.
By understanding the findings of previous research, it was easier to tailor the questions in a
way that would give value to the research.

3.4.1 Interview methodology

In qualitative research, multiple examined models represent semi-structured interviews (SSI)
as indispensable tools for uncovering knowledge through interaction, conversations, and sub-
jects from various life experiences. Semi-structured interviews are practical for undertaking
in-depth conversations. Usually, the researcher can critically examine the conversations and
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first superficial responses to arrive at multilayered conclusions (Kakilla, 2021). For this
specific study, SSI’s were used as we wanted to develop certain questions to help us better
comprehend our understanding of the topic and confirm or disprove specific aspects of our
research problem. A SSI, in contrast to a structured interview, can delve into unanticipated
concerns or topics. This approach helped us to discover more about the interviewee’s own
opinions and experiences, as well as how they perceived daily tasks. We experienced that the
method allowed respondents to speak freely, and that we subsequently could ask for more
precise details were we felt it was needed.

We wanted to ensure that the process of developing an interview guide was performed cor-
rectly and chose to follow a review paper: "Systematic methodological review: developing
a framework for a qualitative semi-structured interview guide" by Kallio et al. on how to
make an interview guide using semi-structured interviews.

Figure 3.2: A framework for the development of a qualitative semi-structured interview guide (Kallio
et al.)

The idea behind following a framework represented in Figure 3.2 was to ensure that our
interview questions are timely and relevant to the research questions, as every stage of the
framework was met before we conducted the interviews. First we had to identify the pre-
requisites to use a semi-structured interviews in relation to our selected research questions
as previously discussed. We conducted the literature review to gain a comprehensive and
adequate understanding of the subject, and with this knowledge we formulated the prelimi-
nary interview guide. Following that, we ran a pilot test with the first draft of the interview
guide to see if any questions needed to be reformulated in order to get the most out of the
responses. We were now ready to conduct the interviews with our newly obtained informa-
tion and the complete and final version of the interview guide B.

As we concluded that SSI’s would be best suited for our study, we were aware of both the
advantages and disadvantages following this method. Compared to other methods, SSI is
very time consuming and intensive, meaning that we had to come well prepared before the
interview. As well as being prepared, it is important to follow the respondents’ answers along
with being flexible to keep the interview adaptable. Before conducting the interviews, the
participants were notified that the interview would be recorded as we wanted to go through
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the recordings afterwards to sort out all the details. We informed the respondents about
all the formalities including anonymization of their statements and their rights to refrain
from answering questions that they felt were too sensitive (See Appendix C: Consent Form).
This agreement, which was included in the NSD application, explains how the information
acquired in the interviews is processed and presented in this thesis. The goal was to have
no correlation between the data collected and their company, so that no information could
be linked to the companies. This was vital not just for the NSD application, but also for
assuring the participants that the information would not be used against them in any way.

3.5 Limitations of interviews

Despite the many upsides and possibilities, there are potential difficulties, problems and
pitfalls conducting qualitative interviews that can affect the outcome. In: "The qualitative
interview in IS research: Examining the craft" Myers and Newman (2007) has compiled a
list that summarizes the most common concerns about doing qualitative interviews:

• Artificiality of the interview - The qualitative interview entails questioning someone
who is a complete stranger; it involves asking participants to give or to construct
opinions under time constraints.

• Lack of trust - As the interviewer is a complete stranger, the interviewee is likely to
have reservations about how much the interviewer may be trusted. This means that the
interviewee has the option of withholding information that he or she deems "sensitive".
If this is potentially essential data for the study, the data gathering remains incomplete.

• Lack of time - Due to a shortage of time for the interview, data collection may be
incomplete. However, it can also lead to the opposite problem, in which interviewees
form beliefs under time constraints (when these opinions were never really held strongly
to start with). In this case more data is acquired but the data gathered are not entirely
reliable.

• Elite bias - A researcher may only interview a few high-ranking people (key infor-
mants) and thus miss out on gaining an understanding of the broader situation. In
other words, interviewing the "stars" in a company might add bias into qualitative
research. Information from articulate, well-informed, usually high-status informants is
overrepresented, while data from intractable, less articulate, lower-status informants is
underrepresented.

• Constructing knowledge - Interviewers may believe that they are simply absorbing data
or information and are unaware that they are actively generating knowledge. This
can happen when an interviewee responds to a question they’ve never thought about
before and reflects on it, while the interviewer takes that contemplation and turns it
into something logical and consistent, but not what the interviewee reflected on.

• Ambiguity of language - Words might be ambiguous, and what the interviewer asks
may not be what the interviewee hears, and vice versa, resulting in miscommunication
between the interviewer and the interviewee.

The qualitative interview is a negotiated accomplishment shaped by the interview’s social
and cultural context. When used to its full potential, the qualitative interview is an ex-
tremely effective data collection tool. However, Myers and Newman (2007) believe that
researchers should be more mindful of the potential problems and pitfalls associated with its
use. The qualitative interview is a powerful instrument, but those using it should be aware
of its strengths and weaknesses.
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The limitations listed above were examined, discussed with the supervisors and taken into
consideration before we started the interviewing process. An interview guide and consent
form were developed and given to each subject to help build trust between the interviewer
and the interviewee. The guide and consent form informed the interviewees about how the
data they provided would be handled, stored and erased. Furthermore, whatever they said
remained anonymous, and cannot be tracked back to them.

3.6 Data analysis

The analysis is based on the interviews, where we chose to make recordings rather than take
notes during the interviews so that we can give it our complete attention. To analyze the
interview contents, we went through the recordings of the interviews and transcribed them.
The transcribed documents were subsequently analyzed and coded in NVivo, a software to
aid qualitative research. By coding the transcriptions we derived answers to common ques-
tions from the different participants into categorized themes, which were beneficial to us
when comparing and presenting our findings. After reading and developing an understand-
ing of how it could be categorized, we identified specific segments related to the questions
to label and categorize confirming or contradicting answers. The interviews were broken
down into five sections, each of which was labeled to contain questions on the same sub-
ject. The questions vary from general questions about the candidate and their business in
Part 1 to cybersecurity-related questions in Part 3 to a framework presentation in Part 5
where we wanted input on whether the framework accurately represented how incident man-
agement works in practice. Before presenting anything we had to translate the findings as
the interviews were held in Norwegian, and we did it with utmost caution to prevent any
translation-bias or misunderstandings. The findings section summarizes the answers, which
are then contrasted to existing theories from the literature review in the discussion chapter.
Appendix B contains the interview guide that was utilized during the 11 interviews.

3.7 Ethical considerations

When interviewing people, and people part of an organization whose operations surround
security matters and security matters for customers, confidentiality has to be considered.
While our investigations do not gather much sensitive data, there are some. Names, orga-
nization roles, responsibilities, processes and contact information that must be safeguarded.
For this purpose, all interview material of recordings and transcripts are stored exclusively
on encrypted and safe cloud storage provided by the University of Agder. The interview
subjects have the right to revoke their consent, and have the right to gain insight on any
stored material provided by them.

To collect and store information through our interviews it was necessary to submit a NSD
application. The Norwegian Center for Research Data (NSD) is in charge of handling all
research projects and maintaining a research data archive. According to NSD’s website,
they provide researchers with data handling assistance as well as a broad range of data
and support services in order to improve the options for empirical research (NSD, 2022).
Researchers are legally permitted to preserve and document their data once the NSD has
approved their application. We were cautious to acquire NSD’s agreement before storing or
documenting any data in this research.
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Chapter 4

Results

Following an inductive exploratory approach with elements from the interpretive tradition
of qualitative research we have constructed a theory-informed narrative using a theoretical
lens that resulted in the formulation of a conceptual framework.

4.1 The conceptual framework

By drawing on related literature and through sense-making of the theoretical lens, we have
developed a conceptual framework depicting how enterprise security operations work and are
operationalized to reflect our understanding of how SA is constructed through the different
organizational levels: operational, tactical and strategic. The following framework (Figure
4.1 below) uses the logic of Endsley (1995)’s ’Situation Awareness’ process model for human
cognition (see Figure 2.10) and takes inspiration from Ahmad et al. (2021)’s case study,
combining their process model of Situation Awareness in Cybersecurity IR (see Figure 2.11)
with their case unit "FinanceCentral’s" information flow and communication pathways (see
Figure 2.13)

The framework is modeled as a two-dimensional artifact. Cybersecurity stakeholders (L1 &
L2, L3 and the SLT) are modeled across the vertical dimension representative to each of their
organizational levels. The horizontal dimension models ’Situation Awareness’ as of Endsley
(1995)’s process model for human cognition that is framed from an information-processing
perspective. The "background colors" blue, green and yellow represent perception, compre-
hension and projection respectively through the different organizational levels. The frame-
work features three kinds of dynamic behavior. The first is information processing behavior
(data-driven vs goal-driven), the second is task behavior (escalation vs investigation) and the
third is communication behavior (information flow and communication pathways) (Ahmad
et al., 2021).

Information processing behavior is modeled using the blue arrows in Figure 4.1 that allow
progression through the 3 states of SA knowledge. Based on Ahmad et al. (2021)’s process
model, the rightward pointing blue arrows reflect that organizations can acquire increasingly
higher levels of SA from data-driven processes (moving from perception to comprehension
to projection). The leftward pointing blue arrows reflect that goal-driven processing such
as attention-focusing existing mental models can improve lower levels of SA (moving from
projection to comprehension to perception).
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Figure 4.1: A conceptual framework of SA in SOC IR

Task behavior is modeled using the light blue outlined arrow on the right. Also based on
Ahmad et al. (2021)’s process model, the upward pointing dimension represents situations
where priority incidents are escalated from the operational level to the tactical level and
ultimately to the strategic level stakeholders. The downward pointing dimension represents
situations where the SLT or higher level SOC analysts require internal incident context to
be developed by lower level analysts having been informed about a potential incident by
stakeholders not necessarily inside the SOC (hence, lower level analysts have not already
processed the information).

Communication behavior is modeled using purple arrows. Based on Ahmad et al. (2021)’s
case unit, the large arrows in the top left corner illustrates crisis communication channels to
the organization’s C-suite executive and business management domains that can be brought
in as needed to provide additional context that assists with sense-making but also for delega-
tion of tasks (Ahmad et al., 2021). The smaller purple arrows illustrate how different tech-
nologies and stakeholders propagate information and communicate to and from each other.
The bottom left module, based on Endsley (1995)’s process model of ’Situation Awareness’,
the "State of the Environment" illustrates the sources of data-collection reflecting the op-
erational environment to the SOC. In a socio-technical system, both the technological and
human entities perform this function. Thus, the Enterprise Data Security Service (in the
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"state of the environment") collects system activity logs from the technology environments
feeding raw data into the SIEM platform which promptly alert SOC analysts about suspi-
cious behavior. Meanwhile, the dedicated threat intelligence team collects intelligence from
a network of insiders among relevant institutions including sector CERTs, private collabora-
tors, public agencies and law enforcement to provide actionable CTI to relevant stakeholders
at the operational level. The vendor of threat intelligence similarly provides tactical intel-
ligence to the tactical level stakeholders hypothesizing about threat activity impacting the
organization and validating that against threat observations. (Ahmad et al., 2021).

The contributions of the stakeholders in each organizational level to Situation Awareness are
represented by the red arrows. The L1 & L2 SOC analysts with a narrower (less experienced)
frame of reference construct IT systems and network perspective, the L3 SOC analysts with
a broader (more experienced) frame of reference construct global IT operations perspective
and the SLT with an enclosing frame of reference (business-centered) construct enterprise
business perspective of incidents. The states of SA collectively lead to the making of a
decision and subsequently, by the impact of the decision, the interaction with the real-world
environment (feedback) results in further modification of the operator’s mental models which
again directs further actions (Ahmad et al., 2021). Thus, when an alert is triggered on the
SIEM, SOC personnel at the operational level triage whether it was triggered inadvertently or
if the event indicate a strong likelihood of malicious activity. If the alert classifies malicious
activity, it is escalated to a team on the tactical level that coordinates incident response
(IR) and forensic activities with the owners of the involved IT assets. In rare cases of major
incidents, the team must also coordinate with internal resources; IT and business domains
and C-suite executives (legal and marketing) Bhatt et al. (2014).
Following the research design, we have constructed a theory-informed narrative using a the-
oretical lens that resulted in the formulation of a conceptual framework. This framework
represents our interpretation of theory which models how security operations are operational-
ized to construct situational awareness and perform enterprise detection and response. By
conducting interviews with cybersecurity specialists who knows best how it works, we test
our understanding of theory and ultimately validate our conceptual framework through the
practitioners feedback.

4.2 Empirical findings

During the analysis of the interviews we initially categorized the findings following the themes
of the interview questions. But considering the exploratory nature of this study, we soon
realized that we wanted to connect the findings of the interviews to the conceptual framework,
in order to better construct a context which allowed for comparison and discussion with
the theoretical lens in the subsequent chapter (discussion). Thus, the structuring of the
empirical findings follows the dynamics of the theory-informed framework in order to create
this context. In the following subsections we present our findings before discussing them in
the next chapter.

4.2.1 Data collection of the environment

The inquired organizations (MSSP1 and MSSP2 ) data collection of the environment is de-
rived from multiple sources of information collection. The main channels are system activity
logs from internal corporate networks (processes, files, network connections, authentication
patterns and email activity etc.), cloud environments (cloud app usage and event logs),
and customer’s own systems. The evidence to support these findings are confidential, as
Lead_SOC presented us with a model of sensitive nature of which we could not re-produce.
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From the technology environments, the syslogs are channeled into collectors and then sub-
sequently into the SIEM platform which correlate and accumulate the data. To produce
security alerts and alarms, the SIEM performs real-time data analysis using a combination
of vendor-issued standard detection rules and custom detection rules engineered by SOC
analysts. Product_Manager describes this:

"Depending on the customer, the [SIEM] tools we use for operating and analyzing
data are QRadar and Sentinel. When QRadar is being used, we place it in our own
data center, set it up according to our standard and procedures, and then we place
an event collector function that is set up on a local server at the customer’s which
is then connected to their various sources, networks and environments. This goes
for both on-prem and cloud solutions where we connect the event collector with a
"site-to-site" tunnel that ensures data is gathered in a structured way."

As he continues to talk about cloud environments, he describes how Sentinel is configured,
describing how customers with primarily cloud environments integrate cloud collectors which
directly channel logs to their SIEM.

"...as for Sentinel, it is normally used with customers having their systems in cloud
environments as it is seamlessly integrated with e.g. Azure. The SIEM is set up in
the customer’s tenant in Azure and directly connected to the endpoints, sensors,
logs and environments that are located in the cloud systems. For customers who
do not have all their systems in the cloud, there must be a set of communication
mechanisms manually set up to achieve this."

MSSP1 and MSSP2 are both IT and cybersecurity consultancies that offer security op-
erations and incident response as a service in addition to protecting their own perimeter.
Therefore, following up with customers on security is a big part of their everyday tasks.
When it comes to data collection Lead_Onboarding emphasizes that the client is involved in
determining what to monitor:

"It is based on what the customer has chosen to collect, but the typical endpoints
will be the server and network environment, such as switches, firewalls, and pos-
sibly other systems over which they have a specific need for control. The customer
is involved in the decision-making process, but there will always be cooperation.
Best practices are what we bring as professionals, but the customer may have spe-
cial systems and peculiarities that we must map, or that the customer is aware
of and that contribute to the overall threat picture that must be monitored and
controlled."

Both organizations employ a ’service desk’ alongside the SIEM that handles phone calls,
alarms and tickets from customers who experience irregularities on their systems. As we
just explained, both organizations offer SOC and IR as a service, and thus, customers must
have the opportunity to reach out, should something not be picked up through the cloud
and on-prem sensors. Through conversation with several interviewees (CSO, Lead_SOC,
L1_Analyst) we understood the service desk functions much like the dashboard of SIEM
systems. The analysts monitor a dashboard reflecting the service desk which visualize "cus-
tomer input" i.e., tickets explaining system irregularities.
As we move along from the technology environment to the human operators reflecting the
state of the environment, Lead_SOC points out that there are several good tools from which
threat intelligence teams can obtain information from, and states that:

"Feedly, among other tools, is widely used by cybersecurity professionals to stay
up to date on the latest security news and research insights about critical threats
(threat actor groups, vulnerabilities, data breaches and malware, etc.). MISP, an
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open source software solution for acquiring, storing, distributing, and sharing cy-
ber security indicators and TTP’s (tactics, techniques and procedures), is another
excellent and extensively used application."

Using feedly, the CTI team stays current with the operational environment and propagates
actionable intelligence to relevant parties across the SOC team as they see necessary.
As of now, neither MSSP1 nor MSSP2 subscribe to third-party vendors that sell cyber
threat intelligence, and it is questioned whether it is worth the investment. Lead_IRT on
investing in threat intelligence:

"We do not currently purchase ready-made threat intelligence, and this has been
a topic of discussion for some years. We really want to buy access to Recorded
Future, for example, but it is really expensive. So, in order to persuade manage-
ment, we’ll need a strong business case that answers the question; "What does it
give us beyond what we can accomplish reasonably well today?". and that is fair,
as we were working on a ransomware case last year, and I happened to be sitting
with Recorded Future London at the time. We fed a couple of the IOCs we got
from our sources, and they didn’t detect anything different than what we found
in open sources. The benefit of employing Recorded Future though, is that they
collect for us rather than us having to work in a variety of disciplines manually."

The inquired organizations both collect information from the environment through on-prem
physical sensors and through cloud collectors in the customers technical environments. They
both use the SIEM tool Microsoft Sentinel primarily for cloud environments and use mostly
IBM’s Qradar to monitor customer systems in physical environments. We had the impression
that both organizations were phasing out Qradar, using Sentinel more and more, on account
of cloud popularity among customers. Both organizations deny the use of intermediary
systems between the syslog collection and the SIEM tools. The customers are involved
in choosing which data to monitor but are advised by professionals to make a decision.
Both organizations employ service desks to reflect the state of the customer environments
through arbitrary use of tickets and calling systems if the SIEM haven’t already picked it
up. To collect threat intelligence data and stay up to date with the operational environment,
the organizations use tools like Feedly but they do not subscribe to ready-made CTI from
specialist vendors.

4.2.2 Threat intelligence team

Both of our studied organizations receives threat intelligence that helps them identifying
threats. A key source for MSSP2 is their dedicated team that collects intelligence from
a number of sources such as; national and international CERT’s, social media platforms,
specialist vendors, and reports from national authorities. Another key source are referrals
from the first-line (L0 ) service desk and employees reporting phishing attempts or other
suspicious activities. This threat intelligence function is described by Lead_SOC :

"As part of our SOC, we have a small team of analysts working with cyber threat
intelligence. In general, their job entails consuming what is going on in the world
and transforming it into something actionable internally. We are in some other
forums as well, and we experience that there is a lot of good intelligence, not only
information, but also ready-made intelligence in open sources eventually. Today’s
situation is something completely different than just 5 to 10 years ago, where things
very quickly became both TLP:AMBER and TLP:RED, just because it’s about
security. Now you will find just as good actionable information from government
entities with liberal TLP and commercial sources like vendors producing threat
reports have a lot of good, actionable information that can be used. This makes
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working with threat intelligence easier today because you don’t have to be in all of
the closed environments."

There are several ways one could accumulate threat intelligence, and MSSP1 has another
approach and division of roles as they do not operate with a dedicated team collecting and
working with threat intelligence. It is more up to each individual to stay informed about
the threat landscape and engage in threat hunting. On the situation of threat intelligence
Lead_IRT states:

"Basically, it is a daily task to follow a long list of feeds. There are several aspects -
one is attacks that occur and identifying new threat actors and their TTPs(tactics,
techniques and procedures), what new elements may appear, such as vulnerabilities
that we must inform customers about in order to be proactive. Another is status
meetings that we have every Monday morning where one of the main points are
threat intelligence, and the objective of the meeting is to update everyone (in the
team) on the current situation. We currently have very manual processes in place,
but there are daily tasks to obtain and document information that is shared across
different teams. This data is then structured and "translated" into understandable
content in the form of reports, which are then partially or entirely handed over to
the customer in relation to the situation."

A large part of reducing cybersecurity risk requires information sharing and collaboration
among a diverse set of actors using a variety of models, methods, and mechanisms. Wag-
ner et al. (2019) (2.5.1) explains that sharing of CTI is an effective way of enhancing the
situation awareness of an organization and its stakeholders. MSSP1 and MSSP2 are gener-
ally open to share threat information without being able to disclose specific collaborations
with consulting firms in the same industry. In Norway, with the sectoral response environ-
ments (financeCERT, powerCERT, healthCERT etc.), there is some debate about whether
an itCERT will become more necessary, as the IT-sector evolves. Lead_SOC describes the
situation:

"I’m not going to opine on whether it should be an itCERT or not; all I’m saying
is that it doesn’t exist, and as far as I know there is no "threat intelligence circle"
in Norwegian IT industry. We live well with one-to-one sharing across the enter-
prises that matter to us, and I know that many of my colleagues, like myself, have
personal networks with whom they share information. That said, First is worth
mentioning, which is a global forum for incident response teams. Although it is a
global community, there are rather strong local communities "under the umbrella"
in several countries, and Norway is likely one of the more active communities in
First."

Empirical research opposes theory and reveals that leading cybersecurity specialists do not
use STIX to the extent described in the theory chapter by Sauerwein et al. (2017) 2.5.1.
In fact, it turns out that MISP is the favored method for communicating cyber threat
intelligence across stakeholders, and Sec_Consult explains that:

"In our collaborations with various CERTs, they use a platform called MISP rather
than STIX. This is because STIX removes too much data, leaving you with insuffi-
cient details. With STIX/TAXII, you are locked into the framework that has been
established, and you do not have many options, whereas with MISP, you have
several options and more freedom in terms of wording. If desired, MISP also has
the ability to transfer images."

The cyber threat intelligence team communicates and share information on multiple levels
(operational, tactical and strategic level). The team collects and disseminates operational-
level alerts and raw data to L1 and L2 SOC analysts, tactical level alerts to L3 SOC analysts,
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and strategic-level alerts to the Major Incident Team. TeamLead_SOC shares an example
of how their CTI team operate:

"I believe the CTI team is at the tactical level, and that they provide operational
level analysts (L1 & L2) with actionable intelligence, as the CTI analysts never
acts on their own information. The CTI analysts extract the critical information
and "send it down" to the operational level analysts, who, for example, create a
detection rule for these IOCs.

4.2.3 The operational level: Handling low-severity incidents

"So, primarily at the operational level, there is always someone on duty 24/7,
awake and working in front of the SIEM to perceive if something happens; and, if
an event occurs, it is captured by either the SIEM through an alarm or by customer
ticketing at the service desk - or by both." Lead_Onboarding

Perceiving the environment from multiple sources of information is a key detail for Level 1
and Level 2 SOC analysts. To construct the IT systems and network perspective, Level 1
analysts are full-time responsible for the triage of all initial security alerts and the handling
of low-severity incidents as described by Vielberth et al. (2020) (2.3.2). In the triage process,
less experienced L1 analysts especially lean on playbooks (guidelines) and use cases (set of
rules) to piece together and make sense of an incident, as L1_Analyst explains:

"So, graduates or more recently employed SOC analysts, we lean very much on
playbooks written by seniors. That is basically part of my typical daily tasks; to
sit there and monitor alarms coming in to the system - we receive alerts both on
the SIEM and on the service desk, and then typically we go in an check the alarm,
and if it requires further investigation, we have more detailed tools like playbooks
and automated use cases, where we dive even deeper in to it. So this is basically
what we do, we sit and work in the SIEM most of the time handling the security
events and false positives we receive."

Level 2 SOC analysts manage incidents much in the same way, though they are more expe-
rienced and require less guidance by playbooks and use cases. Thus, they are more efficient
and also they find it easier to develop a picture of what is going on with a situation as
described by Vielberth et al. (2020) (2.3.2). Beside handling incidents, they also provide
assistance for Level 1 analysts if an alert or ticket is too complex for them to handle (e.g., if
it is unclear if an incident-trigger is a false positive or not) or if it might be something more
serious that needs attention from someone with the capability to distinguish "what is going
on".

"The level 1 analyst typically react to most of the incoming alarms; They start
perceiving what has happened, and gets a quick overview - and if he or she either
can’t manage or don’t know how to manage an incident, because it may be compli-
cated or is more serious than they are comfortable with, the case is immediately
bumped to level 2. The level 2 then delves into it and performs the actual analysis;
scrambling through the system to construct a better picture of what is going on."
Sec_Consult

Developing use cases and playbooks for the lower level analysts to use is the tactical level
(L3) analysts with a broader perspective and even more experience. Where the L2 analysts
typically are team leaders on the operational level, L3 analysts have lead and oversee the
operational domain, making sure they have the resources and the tools necessary to tackle
everyday:
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"I, who am lead analyst in our team, on level 3; if i can help make everyday work
easier (for lower level analysts) and build detection - I would much rather do that
than [just] being an escalation point from level 2. What I do is I enable level 2
analysts to handle more things themselves, and that is the way we want to work."
Lead_SOC

Lead_SOC presents us with this model (Figure 4.2, (which we have ’anonymized’ and sim-
plified)), when he explains the process from perception to comprehension at the operational
level to potentially making an escalated tactical decision to either inform or act upon a
registered threat. This is one example of many tactical instruments developed and deployed
by level 3 analysts to ease and specify processes for the SOC and lower level analysts.

Figure 4.2: Threat-Based Situational Awareness Updates decision tree

"So, this phase right here [points to Figure 4.2], this is really where you observe
an incident and take it into your understanding of the situation. Where you have
called it "Perception" and "Comprehension", I have called it "Threat observed"
and "Threat registered". And this can really be anything from "right now, Log4J
is vulnerable" to "wops, it seems that a firewall at one of our customers have
been misconfigured, so the attack surface is now much larger". So, in these cases
we have SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures) and routines to take care of this.
And so typically, when an alarm goes off at one of our customers, it goes into
the SIEM or through ticketing, and having registered a threat we have that split,
meaning "Is this something we should just inform about?" or "Is this something
that is actually actionable?". And if it is a concrete cybersecurity incident that has
happened, we follow the ITSM (IT service management) path here and integrate
with business operations at the customers location to start handling the incident"
Lead_SOC

Consequently, the Lead_Onboarding explains how the use cases and playbooks work in prac-
tice, and how they eventually help in the escalation process when an actionable incident is
registered:

"So, the use cases and playbooks work in such a way that when the SIEM catch
something particular, for example if one has experienced a certain hacker incident
earlier from a given IOC (indicator of compromise), you can have a use case that
tracks every log-on attempt happening from that given address, and then you will
have a playbook which for example says "for these cases; immediately escalate to
SOC level 2 for analysis to see if it’s something real, or if it is just another false-
positive", and then if it is real: "OK, bang, escalate straight up to what we call
IRT, because this is an attempted or ongoing breach. And that’s when you have to
respond. In such a case, the IRT take hold of it immediately and begin response,
and you begin contacting customers to have a system shut down or taken down
which is under attack. And it really goes very fast (from threat detected to IR)."
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4.2.4 Response to high-severity incidents

Low-severity incidents are fully managed on the operational level without the need for esca-
lation. High severity incidents such as a confirmed compromise of one or more systems, are
immediately escalated to the tactical level by operational level analysts.

"The tactical level is an escalation point for when something is too big, typically,
for the operational forum. So if for example we have a discussion on if we’re
rolling out new endpoint agents in a larger part of the environment or, making
some changes in a security zone [making changes to security architecture to mit-
igate a threat/risk] - at that point it is no longer the SOC that sit and speak with
operations at the customers’. At that point it is important that it is those that
control IT [technology] that have that same talk with those who maybe control the
budgets on IT. And there, we’re not only talking about the handling of incidents,
but the handling of risk. So what we see as a threat here is like "these five vul-
nerabilities exist and are widespread" and may be a risk on the tactical level of
which the customer have calculated ownership. So what we do is we build a good
risk register and do that job, with a good management system etc., and all that
governance-related business lie on the tactical level. And then we make the right
priorities to put the directors in a position to make good long-term decisions for
their business". Lead_SOC

So at the tactical level, when something is too big for the operational forum, the Lead_SOC
and L3 analysts coordinate and start pulling on resources that are more fit to handle a given
situation. The analysts on the operational level are experts on analysis and can handle
low-severity incidents but when we are talking about hands-on technical incidents, typically,
this is when you call for the incident response team to handle the situation:

"On L3, that’s when something happens. That’s typically when the incident re-
sponse team moves out, or the incident responders that is". CSO

In rare cases of major incidents, the tactical team coordinates with the major incident team
on strategic decision-making. The CISO showed us the different classifications for Major
Incidents (MI) in MSSP1 and explained that MI1 is the highest priority saying "Datacenter
Down (All/Everything)". MI2 has two branches with different criticality, saying "MI2(3) -
2 or more customers expected to be down for over 6 hours" and "MI2(4) - 1 large/important
customer expected to be down for more than 6 hours". The lowest MI priority is MI3: "2
or more larger/important customer affected". Reflecting on the classifications however, the
CISO explains that:

"while the different criteria state the importance and grandeur of a client to de-
cide for their priority, we don’t really have a specific definition as to what is an
important customer or not, but if someone says that a customer is important then
we are on it."

Moreover, the CISO informs that MI1 is more of an infrastructural case of incident and does
not necessarily involve cybersecurity. In the case of a cyber attack it is typically within the
MI2 category. The specified 6 hours does not either really mean that the attack lasts for
6 hours, but that it typically takes at least 6 hours to build it back up. For the purpose
of perspective, the CISO informs that they have had and surpassed 20 customers with ran-
somware variants in the past year.

Depending on criteria and priority, if for example a large and important customer is expected
to be down for more than 6 hours as a result of an incident, it triggers the rare formation
of the Major Incident Team (MIT). In such an event, the CISO explains typical routine for
the first responders to assess:
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"In the event of a serious incident, the 1st line SOS/security team must assess
the following: (1) Acquire information and evaluate incident on premises (2)
Make decision on if we have a crisis situation based on the given criteria for
premises (3) Alert responsible for crisis management of premises/incident (4)
Alert responsible for crisis management in operations if necessary (5) Make sure
of general information to affected parties on premises/incident".

Thus, as the first line responders of the MIT have assessed and classified the incident, their
responsibilities (which tend to be executed in parallel) is to open communication channels to
all relevant stakeholders and direct the enterprise response. To execute these responsibilities
the MIT initiates a formal ’IT Service Management process’ referred to as ITSM which you
may recall from Figure 4.2 (if an observed threat is deemed actionable, they initiate ITSM).
Through ITSM they integrate with business operations at the customers location to start
handling the incident with the customer. Consequently, a designated emergency manager
"owns" the incident, and starts setting up a crisis team. The CISO explains:

"He creates a case in CSMS (Cyber Security Management System), defines who
are crisis leader, who are information manager, and who are technical leader.
From there, they set up MS Teams channels; one leadership channel for the crisis
team itself and one channel for customer information. As the customer channel
is established, they begin solving the crisis by gathering resources and looking at
security measures. Every thirty minutes, to begin with, we also inform affected
customers by SMS, including relevant internal staff. Typically leader-groups in
MSSP1’s operations unit gets an alert every thirty minutes as well."

Hence, in the framework (Figure 4.1), the Business and IT domains module relates to the
ITSM process and customer channel whilst the C-suite executive module relates to the CSMS
process and leadership channel.

An important distinction between MSSP1, MSSP2 and Ahmad et al. (2021)’s "FinanceCen-
tral" is that the latter is a financial organization with responsibility for their own perimeter
alone and not for others’. MSSP1 and MSSP2 however, are both IT and Managed security
service providers who provide security operations and incident response as a service beside
also defending their own perimeter. That makes certain distinctions as to e.g., the meaning
of the environment. Thus, have in mind that interviewees speak more often than not about
customers’ situation as opposed to their own. Nevertheless, operations and processes as illus-
trated in the framework are equally applicable to an external environment with external IT
and business domains and C-suite executives in the mix. This is represented by an asterisk
in the framework (e.g., IT and Business Domains*) where applicable. Lead_SOC explains:

"If we have a concrete security incident that has happened (with a customer), we
integrate with the operational processes that the customer has - because the point
is, in very many cases, we are not only the ones who say that "we have seen an
incident", we are also the IT department of the customer - handling the incident.
So for our part it is not just an arrow out to the customer, it is: "OK. Now we
sit with the customer and work" - to a large extent. But the ’customer’ could well
also be our own business operations."

Hence, the business management domains can be brought in by the Major Incident Team as
needed to provide additional context that assists with sense-making, but also for delegation
of tasks, be it externally with the customer or in the case of an internal cyber incident.
Depending on the impact and, in the case of a major incident Lead_Onboarding explains
and refers to the IT and business domains:

"We drum together all the people you need to meet this challenge; it can be any-
thing from server people, network people, backup people, file and storage people,
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etc., and, of course the incident response team is involved. Everyone needed to
tackle the situation are drummed together in war-rooms and task-forces to start
correcting the error to eventually get the customers back on their feet allowing
them to maintain operations as well as possible."

Here, more often than not, communication is held through digital communication channels
as referred to as "war-rooms" by Lead_Onboarding, typically through MS Teams channels
or similar. In parallel, while operations are under way, the Major Incident Team will engage
with the CISO and senior executive through the crisis management war-room if not on
premises.

"During incident management, the leaders are involved, yes. If the incident is big
enough and decisions need to be made by those with the power to do so. And in
the incident response team; they have people that can travel to the customer and
be on-prem if need be. Lead_Onboarding

Thus, meanwhile engaging in knowledge sharing about the incident and its changing con-
text, the Major Incident Team will keep regular situation briefings and obtain sign-off on
important decisions with C-suite Executives. The CSO explains some of the assignments he
and the CISO do internally when an incident happens:

"If we have an incident, in strategic decision making I am the one who see the
economics part.. I probably see it very differently than those who work in the first
and second line here, but it is about making people aware in terms of risk and loss
of money. I also make sure that we handle the incident correctly according to the
media, and start a contingency plan in case someone contacts us in relation to if
it’s being done correctly and what we are going to do. And then I’m straight in
to talk to communications directors and explain to people what to say. The CISO
on the other hand addresses the legal aspects of the incident and makes sure that
what we do and how we deal with the incident is within the law and within the law
of information security"

The Major Incident Team with the CSO will also present the C-suite executive with a risk
and impact assessment of the incident to inform decision-making. When a customer is faced
with a major incident, their leaders need to have the courage to make major decisions. There
could be risk of reputational damage, disclosure of intellectual property, customer data and
considerable monetary losses:

"When you begin conversing with management to make a decision, that is when
we on the upper strategic level get on board; we know business management and
at the same time we can illuminate... "If you don’t do this - it will cost you
this" right, like - "We know your business model and your customer base, and
bad publicity can cost you this". For example, it could be the scenario that "If
we don’t do something right now, you could risk losing 4% of your total turnover,
and that is when we start talking about real money." CSO

4.2.5 The aftermath

Following the major incident team’s calculated decision and subsequent action execution, it
is critical to consider what to do after an incident has occurred. How you handle an event
after it’s over is just as important as how you handle it while it’s happening as discussed by
Cichonski et al. (2012) (2.3.3). It’s critical to have systems in place after an event that ensure
you assess the situation to determine whether; you did the right thing, was it completed in
a timely manner, did you have the optimal mechanisms in place to solve it, and so on.
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The event log (figure 4.3) is a recreation of a shared document from the CISO, which rep-
resents an invented scenario that is part of the employees’ training to, among other things,
increase situational awareness in the organization. Going through the incident and high-
lighting what processes have been done at what time can be helpful in understanding what
may have gone wrong, and possibly figuring out which procedures need to be improved. The
CISO expressed that:

"In this specific event we can see that IRT was contacted way too late, nearly an
hour after the suspicious command were detected, and that is something we need
to learn from. This is definitely something that would be added in the "lessons
learned" report."

Figure 4.3: Event log (recreation)

As the CISO continues to discuss the aftermath of an incident, he hands out another doc-
ument (figure 4.4) detailing the lessons learned from the made-up scenario. The docu-
ment contains all positive and negative findings from the event, and CISO points out that:
"MSSP1’s operation manager had not stored the telephone number of MSSP1 IRT, and Cus-
tomer_Lead_IT did not have the agreement number at IRT easily accessible", which could
be reasons why IRT was contacted too late in this specific scenario.

However, "Lessons Learned" is utilized not only after incidents, but also during weekly
debriefings:

"Once a week, we have a ’Lessons Learned’ meeting where we debrief on every-
thing that has happened, whether it is related to security or not. Typical scenarios
include: were we quick enough to notify? Is there anything we could have done
differently? Then we sit down and go over the whole list of thoughts to see if there
is anything we can improve. It’s possible that as a result of this, the architec-
ture may change, or that we’ll have to make certain GPO adjustments, such as
registration modifications or group policy in Windows for example, that affect all
customers" CISO

MSSP1 and MSSP2 have both integrated "Lessons Learned" into their procedures to better
prepare for future events.
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"Lessons learned is perhaps the most important step after everything has been
packed together, and the incident is over. It is the matter of sitting down and
talking through the incident; what actually happened, what could have been done
differently. TeamLead_SOC

Figure 4.4: Lessons learned (recreation)

You place yourself in a position where you can be exposed to the same type of incidents
again if you do not learn from and work through the events that occur. Lead_IRT on the
term "lessons learned":

"Unfortunately, we encounter a lot of people who work from "start to finish" dur-
ing an event, then move on to the next one without necessarily refining processes
or learning from past ones. If you want some feedback, I’d say that a form of qual-
ity assurance is good practice; that is like ’which assessments were done right?’
and ’what was the choices we made?’"

Reflecting on the decision and execution of the conceptual framework, TeamLead_SOC made
the point that decision-makers must practice regularly in order to improve the effect of overall
quality of their decisions:

"Do you really have it all figured out? - what one decision will lead to versus
another? You don’t know that until it happens, right? And that - is the awareness
you should have when making a decision, but it is deficient because not enough
people practice making that decision".

4.2.6 Information sharing

Although "information sharing" is not currently part of the framework, it could potentially
be included in an expanded framework as a result of further research. Findings of the
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literature review revealed that organizations are not generally interested in exchanging in-
formation with other organizations when they are confronted with a cybersecurity incident.
Our impression from existing literature is that organizations are hesitant to share cyberse-
curity information with governments, partners, and competitors as described by de Fuentes
et al. (2017) (2.5.1). Lack of trust in the sharing infrastructure, particularly if it is con-
trolled by a possible competitor or adversary, and the manner in which sharing is carried out
are among the reasons. That said, we got a slightly different impression after conducting
the interviews, as it turned out that both organizations are willing and positive to share
information as Lead_SOC states:

"We are very open to sharing information - without naming specific partnerships,
but we do have some, and they are typically one-on-one relationships."

This is further supported by CSO as he explains:

"We collaborate closely with other organizations in the same industry, and these
are companies that have been approved as incident handlers by the national se-
curity authority. We always act in the best interests of the customer, employ the
same methodologies, and collaborate really well."

It can be argued that this only applies at the "strategic level" and does not reflect how it will
be resolved at the "operational level". Based on the feedback from SEC_Consult, who works
as a technical consultant on the operational level, it is to believe that information sharing of
threat intelligence is not something he is involved in, as he gives a different perspective on
the situation:

"I wish there were more collaboration with other organizations working in the same
industry. Right now, management sees sharing information as giving a competitor
a competitive advantage. We in the security profession have a different perspective
on the situation, and we see far more benefits than drawbacks to such collaboration,
even between competitors."

The assumption that those who do not work at the strategic level are not involved in, or are
unaware of, the sharing of threat intelligence with competing organizations was reinforced
when Product_Manager revealed that:

"I simply do not know if we are cooperating with our competitors, but I do not
think so."

4.3 Practitioners input

Through this research also in an early stage we collected the practitioners input to create
and develop the initial conceptual framework (section 4.1). To further collect the practition-
ers input as a last step in our interviews that we conducted; we designed a scenario-based
small exercise where we asked the interviewees to follow the conceptual framework described
in section 4.1 and provide us with their reflection. Following this process, helped us sys-
tematically collect feedback from the practitioners and then further develop the individual
components inside the framework. We intentionally put this step into our interviews to in-
clude it here and that is why we are presenting these results. The goal of our interviews was
first to collect information and then to collect feedback and validation through the scenario.

The Manager_SOC did not have many contributions to the many technical questions we
posed during the interview. With a project manager background, her role is to manage the
SOC team and the overall management processes "behind the scenes" more so than inside
the SOC. When presented with the framework, she found the workings and processes it
represents quite fitting to their working philosophy:
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"We have something we call the "cyber defence loop", which kind of is the phi-
losophy we work by, it reminds me very much of this. We gather all the data;
the data becomes an overview of the threat picture; which becomes guidance for
detection development; which is again used in monitoring; and consequently in
incident handling; and then we learn from it, we call it lessons learned, and then
it returns to the operational picture again like a loop. So it actually reminds me
of that. Manager_SOC

Lead_SOC offered a great deal of insight to our overall interview and gave extensive feedback
on a lot of aspects. He as a leader of the SOC on the tactical level with both forensic and
incident response capability presented a lot of high value findings for us. When presented
with the proposed framework, he was amused as to how much he could relate:

"This is very cool. I recognize a lot - and it is, well, it is kind of amusing - because
a lot of what I see here, we have in our own variants. This model - and a lot of
what we’re discussing today with the SOC is exactly just this." Lead_SOC

The Lead_IRT also had a great deal of insight to our overall interview. He is the leader
of MSSP1 ’s incident response team and has many years of experience behind him. When
presented the framework, he especially reflected upon the feedback-aspect of the framework
and expressed an increased taste for the emphasis on situation awareness on different levels:

"My immediate reaction is basically very positive. This was kind of cool to see.
I find it pretty close to reality - the way i experience it. Of course it gets a bit
theoretical in relation to practise but I really haven’t worked much on the SOC
in that respect, and I don’t know exactly how they work, but - I really appreciate
how you split it up in situation awareness on different levels, because that really
is different things. And feedback, not to forget - that you have that in the loop".
Lead_IRT

Lead_Onboarding, our main point of contact through MSSP1 has been with us since the
beginning. He makes the point that you can’t generalize everything, as some parts of our
framework are different to their organization. Nevertheless, he states that it is correct in
perspective of how SOC and incident response works and are operationalized, which in the
end is our objective:

"Completely related to how we do it in MSSP1 it is not, but that doesn’t mean
that - in principle, this is completely correct. I do not see anything wrong with
what you say here, at all. You have all the elements; we maybe call it something
else; you maybe do things a little bit different, but that does not mean that others
do not do it the way that you do - so in principle, I think this is pretty much spot
on." Lead_Onboarding

The L1_Analyst works at the operational level, handles tickets from the service desk and
monitors the SIEM when he’s not busy handling alerts and low-severity incidents. When
presented with the framework, he found it quite level with how it works in reality. He was
however the first to state that they did not formally utilize the distinctions "junior" and
"senior" in their SOC, which is something we took to heart and changed in the framework.
Moreover, he informed us about how seniors on the tactical level indeed were the ones to
build the playbooks and use cases for the L1 & L2 analysts to use when an incident happens.

"Immediately I think a lot of this sounds very correct, and a lot of it correlates very
well with how we want to work in the SOC. Though, while we kind of have both
juniors and seniors in our SOC, seniors could well still work on the operational
level - but on the other side, I do agree that seniors are the ones at the tactical
level and upwards because they have more experience and have more overview of
how things work. But all in all, i think you’ve pulled this together pretty good, on
how things work".
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L1_analyst also made one very interesting comment, which while it is hard to illustrate in
such a generalized framework, is worth mentioning:

"Here at MSSP2, an L1 or L2 analyst for example, can have main responsibility
for a specific customer, and if that customer have an incident, then that analyst
may well be included in the upper levels (MIT). Because, meanwhile yes we may
only have worked with cybersecurity or on the SOC for one or two years, but we
have very specific data and information; and situation awareness for that specific
customer. And thus, even a junior could be part of such a major incident team."

That is an important point to make, and while the purple arrows in the framework may
illustrate this by the information flow and communication pathways, it is worth describing
in more detailed when reflecting on the major incident team.
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Chapter 5

Discussion / Summary of findings

The objective of this study have been to examine how MSSPs implement security operations
to i.a. construct situational awareness. By narrowing it down and looking into best practices
as to how this is done within security operations centers (SOC) of large scale cybersecurity
enterprises, the objective of this exploratory study have been to develop a generalized and
holistic framework visualizing the workings of an operational SOC. Meanwhile, goals were
to examine and understand situational awareness in cybersecurity incident management and
identifying conditional elements, functions and best practices involved to support SOCs in
achieving this.

Following an inductive exploratory approach with elements from the interpretive tradition
of qualitative research, we have constructed a theory-informed narrative using a theoretical
lens to produce an iterative understanding that resulted in the formulation of a conceptual
framework. Our proposed framework was then validated through interviews to eventually
produce an empirically validated, final framework. In this section we present our empirical
framework and discuss the findings from the validation to answer our research questions.
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5.1 A Dynamic Framework of Situational Awareness in Cybersecu-
rity SOC-IR

As a result of comparing the conceptual framework (Figure 4.1 with empirical inquiry, we
have developed an empirically validated framework modelling how SOC-IR works and are
operationalized to understand how SA is constructed through the different organizational
levels of ’best practice’ MSSPs. The following validated framework (Figure 5.1) is an outcome
of the literature review using the logic of Endsley (1995)’s ’Situation Awareness’ process
model for human cognition (see Figure 2.10) and, drawing inspiration from Ahmad et al.
(2021)’s case study, the framework combines their process model of Situation Awareness in
Cybersecurity IR (see Figure 2.11) with their case unit "FinanceCentral" ’s Information flow
and communication pathways (see Figure 2.13). Finally, by interviews and discussion with
ten cybersecurity specialists from two similar MSSPs performing security operations we had
the framework validated and, through sense-making of empirical evidence this is the result.

Figure 5.1: A Dynamic Framework Highlighting Situation Awareness in Cyber IR

The framework within the organizational levels ’operational, tactical and strategic’, is mod-
eled as a two-dimensional artifact. Cybersecurity stakeholders are modeled across the vertical
dimension representative to each of their levels as inspired by Ahmad et al. (2021)’s case
unit (2.7.3) and ’Situation Awareness’ as of Endsley (1995)’s process model (2.7.1) for hu-
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man cognition is modeled across the horizontal dimension. Also based on Endsley (1995)’s
model is the Situation awareness cycle (black arrows) which can be recognized from Figure
2.10. While some of the theory-informed dimensions of the framework remain unopposed
and unchanged, the analysis identifies some changes and additions:

5.1.1 Operational level

On the operational level, the addition of TeamLead_SOC represents i) one of our intervie-
wees (relatable to findings), but also ii) the presence of a team leader on daily operations.
While the team leader is indeed a level 2 analyst, which is not a new distinction, the liter-
ature refers to L1 & L2 SOC Analysts as one unit of different experience without mention
of leadership as described in section (2.7.2). However, the data support the theory that L1
analysts may seek assistance from L2 analysts with their tasks, perhaps implying leadership.
Moreover, literature refers to L1 & L2 Analysts as juniors and L3 Analysts on the tacti-
cal level as seniors - this is not supported by our findings. MSSP1 and MSSP2 does not
carry these distinctions and a senior operator might as well work on the operational level.
Through sense-making with the interviewees we came to the conclusion that perhaps "Fi-
nanceCentral" are more American-hierarchical in their distinction of members of the SOC.
Consequently, findings suggest that MSSP1 and MSSP2 are more concerned with closing
the gap between operators than dividing them based on seniority and experience to avoid
bottlenecks in the "chain of response". "What I do is I enable level 2 analysts to handle
more things themselves, and that is the way we want to work." Lead_SOC

Figure 5.2: Operational level dynamics

Another addition to the operational level is to how the analysts perceive the environment.
As MSSP1 and MSSP2 are both cybersecurity consultancy firms offering security operations
and incident response as a service, the "data collection layer" reflecting the ’state of the en-
vironment’ includes a service desk which work as a platform for customers to promptly reach
out if they have issues with their IT systems and networks. For the operational level ana-
lysts this means they triage customer tickets alongside SIEM alarms to construct IT systems
and networks perspective of incidents. Supporting theory (2.7.2), to triage outcome and
assess criticality of incidents, the operational level analysts apply playbooks and use cases
developed by Lead_SOC and L3 analysts. Newfound data include the application of the
playbooks and use cases in practice and the course of action taking place should an action-
able threat be registered. The use cases are implemented on the SIEM tool to for example
track known IOC’s. Upon the event of such a use case-trigger, a playbook (set of rules and
guidelines) tailored and automated for that specific case appear on the SIEM interface for
the analyst to follow. Speeding up the response process from threat observed(perception) -
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to threat registered(comprehension) - to making a course of action to either inform about a
threat or act upon it to mitigate the risk. When opting to act upon a threat the analysis
identifies that at least MSSP2 initiate an IT Service management (ITSM) process to best
integrate with business operations to handle the incident. Basically this means they follow
a best-practice framework to perform IT services to customers. If incident triage or prede-
termined use cases deem a registered threat a certain priority, if something is too big for the
operational forum, the incident is rather immediately escalated to the tactical level.

5.1.2 Tactical level

On the tactical level, like TeamLead_SOC on the operational level, the Lead_SOC represent
one of our interviewees. Supporting theory (2.7.2), the Lead_SOC recognize his position
on the tactical level as an L3 Analyst, leader of the SOC with responsibility for incident
response and forensics. While his responsibility was always supported by theory, we had not
named the role as such in the creation of the conceptual framework. Thus, the distinction
"L3 SOC IR & Analysis" is also new to the conceptual framework.

Figure 5.3: Tactical level dynamics

In the conceptual framework (4.1), a vendor of threat intelligence is represented in the "state
of the environment" as described by Ahmad et al. (2021) (2.7.3) feeding tactical intelligence
to the L3 analysts. Our findings suggest that neither MSSP1 nor MSSP2 purchase ready-
made threat intelligence from third-party vendors today. They construct their own intelli-
gence and it is up to discussion at least in MSSP1 whether it is worth investing in ready-made
threat intelligence. Thus, the module representing a vendor of threat intelligence in the final
framework was "grayed out" with a dotted outline because it was not relevant to represent
the studied context. In other contexts this vendor could be relevant as it is a valid option
for organizations to make use of vendors of ready-made threat intelligence. Instead, for the
purpose of the final framework, the CTI team provides operational, tactical and strategic
intelligence to the operational, tactical and strategic levels respectively as of findings from
MSSP2. Representing this in the final framework, the CTI Team has been given a ’curly
bracket’ of which represents its availability to every level in the hierarchy. While MSSP1 do
not employ a dedicated cyber-threat intelligence team, they do perform its function. Here
it is more up to each individual to stay informed about the threat landscape and engage in
individual threat hunting.

The data support theory (2.7.2) that the L3 analysts spend most of their time with capabil-
ity uplift, supporting the operational level with daily operations when they are not handling
high-severity incidents. As Lead_SOC said, he would much rather spend his time making
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everyday-work easier for lower level analysts than just being an escalation point. In that
respect, the tactical level works as an overlapping connection between the operational and
strategic levels. Most days L3 analysts spend their time controlling and supporting the
operational level, but if for example an alert classifies malicious activity, it is escalated to
the team on the tactical level that coordinates IR and forensic activities with the owners of
the involved IT assets. In rare cases of major incidents, the L3 analysts may support the
major incident team with global IT operations perspective of the situation along with the
necessary resources for that specific incident. While the purple arrows "Information flow
and communication pathways" may illustrate this sufficiently between the levels, Figure 5.3
is a good representation of the tactical level dynamics.

Figure 5.4: SOC-IR dynamics

Should a major incident occur and be observed on either the SIEM through sensors or
through the service desk from a customer SOS (or both), the first respondent (typically on
the operational level) immediately escalate the incident to the tactical level. In doing so,
the L1 & L2 analysts call the first line responsible on the security team. "And this really
goes very fast" as Lead_Onboarding added on the subject. The security team, lead by e.g.
Lead_SOC thus performs a routine assessment to quickly acquire the necessary information.
Drawing on tactical CTI and raw data from global IT operations, the L3 analysts - based on
criteria, assess if the incident classifies as a crisis. If it does, the security team proceeds to
contact a dedicated emergency manager (EM), escalating the incident to the strategic level.
As of findings from MSSP1, the EM -role is rotated among equipped designated personnel
who are available twenty-four-seven and should always be just one phone-call away.

5.1.3 Strategic level

The EM thus owns the incident and sets up a crisis team. Based on both the inquired or-
ganizations and, especially MSSP1 ’s classifications (MI1, MI2 etc.), we have called this the
"Major Incident Team" (MIT). The MIT sits on the strategic level, similar to Ahmad et al.
(2021)’s Security leadership team(SecurityLT ) as can also be found in the conceptual frame-
work (4.1). To set up the team, the EM proceeds to create a case in what the CISO refers
to as the Cyber Security Management System (CSMS), which is a management-approach to
streamline processes, responsibilities and governance in such a crisis event. This supports
the theory (2.7.3) in that the SecurityLT initiates a formal ’managed incident’ process which
comes with a dedicated technical incident recovery manager similar to the EM. Based on
our findings, the EM here defines who are crisis leader of the situation, who are information
manager and who are the technical leader. Theory describes (2.7.3) a SecurityLT formed
on-the-fly depending on the needs to address the incident, but mentions a cyber operations
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leader, a SOC leader and the conditional inclusion of a cyber strategy leader, a designated
liaison from the CTI team and other L3 analysts. Our findings support this [on-the-fly] for-
mation depending on which resources are necessary for the particular incident, and arguably
the permanent roles are also similar given different names. Lead_Onboarding described how
they "drum together" all the people they need to meet a challenge [incident] and described a
number of people including those in server and network, backup, file and storage "(...) and
of course the incident response team". There is really no correct answer as to how the whole
of the major incident team should be set up. It all depends on the type of incident beyond
the permanent roles. L1 or L2 analysts for example, can have main responsibility for a
specific customer (as they are consultants), and if that customer have an incident, then that
analyst may be included in the upper levels (MIT). Because, meanwhile they have limited
experience and very basic perspective of the ’general’ operational environment, they may
have very specific data and information; and situation awareness; for that specific customer.
And thus, even an operational level analyst could be part of such a major incident team.

Figure 5.5: Strategic level dynamics

After setting up the team, based on our findings, the MIT sets up communication chan-
nels to best coordinate the handling of the incident. One leadership channel for the MIT
itself and one channel for customer information. This supports theory (2.7.3), whereas Ah-
mad et al. (2021)’s SecurityLT uses communication platforms which they call "bridges" to
coordinate a major incident. One management bridge for the leadership team and one oper-
ational bridge to leverage communication to IT and business domains of "FinanceCentral".
In MSSP1 and MSSP2 however, the channels have some different functionality depending
on the situation, while naturally as Lead_SOC mentioned; the ’customer’ could well also
be their own organization. As they are both consultancy companies, the operations channel
setup is conditional to the customer and their needs. Like Lead_SOC also explained: "If
we have a concrete security incident that has happened (with a customer), we integrate with
the operational processes that the customer has - because the point is, in very many cases,
we are not only the ones who say that "we have seen an incident"[SOC-as-a-service], we are
also the IT department of the customer - handling the incident [IRT-as-a-service]". Hence,
if the customer pays for and relies on "the full service" of MSSP1MSSP2 as an end-to-end
provider, the customer channel is more of a ’channel for customer information’. In such a
case, the consulting organization may even be the ’owner’ of the IT asset under attack, where
as the customer outsource their services (e.g., cloud systems). I.e., the channel is there to
inform about the progress towards getting them back to normal operations, for example.
On the other side, if the customer operates their own IT domains retaining their own CISO,
the procedure is different. In such a case, the customer channel is an operations channel
typically used for the same purpose as in the theory (2.7.3); for delegation of the customers
IT and business domains to draw on resources and coordinate operations: "leveraging formal
communication protocols to compel technology domain heads of IT as well as the heads of
business domains to engage with the incident response process" (Ahmad et al., 2021). Both
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doing, and delegating what to do. Similarly, the senior executive and potential CISO of the
under-attack-organization would be included in the crisis management channel to convey
decisive information and obtain sign-off on important decisions as they are the owners of the
involved IT assets, ultimately with the power to decide. Should there be an internal (major)
incident (on MSSP1/MSSP2 ’s own systems), findings suggest that coordination procedures
are quite similar to those of theory (2.7.3); including the organization’s own IT-business
domains and C-suite executive to engage in knowledge sharing about the incident and its
changing context to inform decision-making. Hence the communication channels are not to
customer domains but to internal domains of the respective organization. These different
functionalities are represented by an asterisk (*) on both the domain figures in the final
framework.

In "FinanceCentral" (2.7.3), the CISO has oversight over the entire cybersecurity opera-
tions and acts as the communication conduit with the firm’s senior executive through the
management channel. Our findings suggests that this is not the case in MSSP1 and MSSP2
on both external and internal incidents. Here, the IRT and Lead_IRT fulfill this role. The
IRT are specialized to handle cybersecurity incidents and are trained in communicating with
business leaders. The CISO - and additionally the CSO - instead assist with strategic; legal,
business and marketing advice along with the IRT on the MIT and to customers through
the management channel. We find these distinction probably related to the fact that once
again MSSP1 and MSSP2 are cybersecurity specialist firms whilst "FinanceCentral" in turn
are a financial organizations with less cybersecurity resources.

Having acquired an holistic perspective of the incident situation and constructed future
scenarios of the incident to inform decision-making, the MIT in collaboration with the
concerning parties make a Decision resulting in an Action plan. Putting the decision into
effect, the IRT initiate ’action execution’ following the incident response cycle, proceeding
to execute containment, eradication & recovery to resolve the situation, drawing on the
necessary resources. Referring to the framework (5.1), these elements (decision & action
execution) are merely generic representations of the pattern of action relatable to Endsley
(1995)’s process model of ’Situation Awareness’ (Figure 5.6 below) and serves its purpose to
illustrate the generic next step of the incident response.

Figure 5.6: ’Situation Awareness’ process model (Endsley, 1995)

Excerpt from chapter 2.7.1
’Decision’ and ’Action Execution’ are stages that are separate from the ’Situation
Awareness process’ but follow from it as part of the larger process model of human
cognition (Ahmad et al., 2021). Hence, SA exists as a facilitator for decision-
making rather than part of it. I.e., SA is produced as input for decision-makers
deciding how to react to a situation (Evesti et al., 2017). Thus, the ’Decision’-
stage is where the operator makes a course of action based on the SA knowledge
constructed during the ’Situation Awareness process’. Consequently, ’Action Ex-
ecution’ is where the operator puts the decision into effect based on the previous
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stage to continuously change the state of the environment (Ahmad et al., 2021).
This decision or choice of action leans on strategical SA knowledge constructed
in the projection state relative to Endsley’s model (Evesti et al., 2017). The final
stage (’Feedback’) imposes the course of action and impacts the real world which
is ultimately perceived by the operator through its Situation Awareness all over
again (Ahmad et al., 2021).

Figure 5.7: Decision & Action Execution

As a decision is made and the action plan is carried out, TeamLead_SOC asked and an-
swered: "Do you really have it all figured out? - what one decision will lead to versus another?
You don’t know that until it happens, right? And that - is the awareness you should have
when making a decision, but it is deficient because not enough people practice making that
decision". – And this is what takes us to the last stage of the SA process (see Figure 2.10);
the ’Feedback’ which imposes the course of action and impacts the state of the environment
which ultimately is perceived by the analyst following the ’Situation Awareness cycle’. On
that subject, the Lead_IRT made some important remarks of which we have included in the
final framework (5.1) to enhance the impact of the SA acquired from the situation awareness
cycle.

5.1.4 The aftermath

In related work (2.3.3), the systematic study by Vielberth et al. (2020) emphasized that
no SOC-specific scientific publication deals with the topic of "post-incident activity" when
explaining the incident response life cycle. Deeming literature incomplete, we recognized
a research gap in the existing literature. However, we assumed the post-incident activity
within CSIRTs to be similar or the same as that of security operations teams. Even though
Endsley (1995) includes the ’feedback’ in the ’Situation awareness process’(2.10), it says
nothing about reflection but rather it is about the impact of the decision that has been
made - to the environment. Ahmad et al. (2021) mentions briefly (in section 2.3.3) about
a follow-up phase allowing for reflection on the incident handling experience where ’lessons
learned’ are incorporated into standard operating procedures, but speaks nothing of its rel-
evance to the SOC operations team or SA.

Now, through empirical inquiry, we have found our assumptions to be quite accurate regard-
ing the post-incident activities within CSIRTs to be similar or the same as that of security
operations teams. Both the inquired organizations incorporate ’lessons learned’ in standard
operating procedures after an incident occurs like it is described in theory (2.3.3). After an
incident, it is critical that that you assess the situation to determine whether you did the
right thing; was it completed in a timely manner; did you have the optimal mechanisms in
place to solve it; and so on. Lead_IRT mentioned these mechanisms and made the comment
that he would like to see a quality assurance phase after the ’action execution’-stage of the
conceptual framework, before the feedback onto the environment. He also implied that it
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should be a separate stage before ’lessons learned’. This is what we have called ’Quality
check’ in the final framework as you can see of the figure below (Figure 5.8), which results
are brought in to the lessons learned for reflection.

Figure 5.8: The aftermath

While quality check or quality assurance in some respect is already part of lessons learned
in theory (2.3.3), we wanted to distinguish this step from ’lessons learned’, separating the
’analysis of the incident’ (quality check) from the ’reflection of the incident’ (lessons learned).
The point is that meanwhile these could have been combined into one stage in the framework
(5.1), it is first during the lessons learned meeting that the security operations team discuss
and reflect upon an incident, together, constructing Team SA. Rajivan and Cooke (2017)
describes the concept of Team SA as members of a team becoming aware of different aspects
of a situation and knitting the pieces of the puzzle together through communication or other
interactions when dealing with an incident. Our opinion is that members of a team should
also become aware of different aspects of a situation after it has occurred, "untangling the
puzzle and turning its pieces to reveal its backside". We argue that operators undoubtedly
could be informed about some aspect of a situation of which they were not aware of before
- during the ’lessons learned’ of which would increase their situation awareness. "Were we
duly informed of the relevant elements in the environment for the particular situation?; Did
we properly understand the context of the situation - on every level?" Thus, as part of the
feedback onto the environment is a reflection of the acquired SA from each perspective as il-
lustrated in figure 5.1, representing the team’s increased knowledge of the current operational
picture. The next time an incident of similar nature occur, the reflected SA knowledge sees
the entire team more resilient with better awareness of the environment resulting in improved
cybersecurity readiness.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The purpose of this exploratory study was to develop an understanding of the concept of SA
and its relation to cybersecurity; investigate its function in the context of enterprise MSSP
security operations and examine how SA knowledge is constructed through the organizational
levels of the enterprise response. To accomplish this—on a high level, we have provided an
empirically validated framework which models how MSSPs are operationalized in cyberse-
curity operations detection & response. The framework models the communication behavior
between cybersecurity stakeholders and conditional internal and external parties to coordi-
nate the management of cybersecurity operations. Following the ’Situation awareness cycle’
the MSSP reflects the state of the environment through a socio-technical system of which
influences the SOC through its SIEM, CTI team and Service desk. With emphasis on SA,
the framework shows how technology, people and processes either support or engage in the
perception, comprehension and projection of the operational environment to construct SA
knowledge across organizational levels in order to make informed decisions. The framework
replicates how SA exists as a facilitator for decision-makers as the SA knowledge constructed
and acquired from each level of perspective during the SA process influences the formulation
of an action plan which initiates the execution of a decision through the incident response
life cycle ’containment eradication & recovery’. Furthermore, the framework accounts for the
activities held post-incident to reflect upon the enterprise response, which we argue allows
for the construction of team SA. Completing the SA cycle, the final stage ’feedback’ imposes
the course of action and impacts the state of the environment which is ultimately perceived
by the MSSP through its Situation Awareness all over again.

Going more into detail, the key findings below summarize our conclusion through its ad-
dressing of the research problem:

Key findings

• In ’best practice’ MSSPs, reflecting the state of the environment are "on-prem" physical
sensors and cloud tenants that are placed within the customer’s own systems trans-
ferring system activity logs from internal and external technology environments. The
syslogs are channeled through data collectors directly into the SIEM platform which
correlate and accumulate the data allowing for visualization. Allowing for analysts to
sense the environment. Simultaneously, MSSPs employ service desks of which allows
for customers to reach out should an incident occur that is for example not picked up
by the SIEM. For the operational level L1 & L2 SOC analysts this means they triage
customer tickets alongside SIEM alarms to construct IT systems and networks per-
spective of incidents. This is a key finding to how operational level analysts perceive
the environment in MSSPs. Another way for the SOC and security analysts to stay
up to date with the operational environment is through the CTI team which collect
threat intelligence data using tools like Feedly to construct actionable CTI. Neither of
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the inquired organizations subscribe to ready-made threat intelligence from specialist
vendors, yet it remains a valid option for organizations to adopt as at least MSSP1
uttered a desire to pay for these services, but was hold off due to monetary reasons.
Thus for MSSPs, the vendor presented in the final framework is still significant.

• In MSSPs, the operational level analysts triage outcome and assess criticality of inci-
dents observed and registered through the SIEM and the service desk using playbooks
and use cases developed by tactical level analysts. As a result, L1 & L2 analysts con-
struct IT systems and networks perspective of an incident. Should an incident prove
a false positive, or for example turn out to be "relevant but not critical", the analysts
simply informs the stakeholder of the assessed environment about the perceived threat.
When opting to act upon a registered low-severity threat they initiate an ’IT Service
management (ITSM) process’ to best integrate with customer operations to handle the
incident. Basically this means that MSSPs follow best-practice frameworks to perform
services for customers. If incident triage or predetermined use cases deem a registered
threat a certain high priority; if something is too big for the operational forum, the
incident is rather immediately escalated to the tactical level.

• On the tactical level, L3 analysts perceive the environment through incidents escalated
by global operations (e.g. the operational level) or through tactical threat intelligence
from the CTI team. L3 analysts spend most of their time controlling and supporting the
operational level, but if for example an alert classifies malicious activity, it is escalated
to the team on the tactical level that coordinates IR and forensic activities with the
owners of the involved IT assets. Should a major incident occur and be observed
through the operational and tactical level it is the job of Lead_SOC to coordinate with
the emergency manager to trigger the formation of the major incident response team.
In such rare cases, the L3 analysts may support the MIT with global IT operations
perspective of the situation along with the necessary resources for that specific incident.

• On the strategic level, MSSPs retain an EM who owns and is responsible for the man-
agement of the major incident. The EM-role is rotated among designated equipped
personnel which are part of the MIT. To set up the team and formally escalate the
incident the EM creates a case in CSMS, which is a management system applied by
MSSPs to govern crisis events. Subsequently he defines the roles critical to the han-
dling of the incident before establishing communication channels to all stakeholders
concerned with the incident which allows for the coordination of the response across
knowledge areas. In large scale MSSPs, the IRT has oversight over the entire cybersecu-
rity operations and acts as the communication conduit with C-suite executives through
the management channel. The IRT are trained to communicate with business leaders
and are in the context of MSSPs (especially) specialized in dealing with cybersecurity
incidents. A financial organization with an in-house SOC for example would refer to an
IRT as part of their SOC team, whilst the IRT in MSSPs are the "stars of the operation"
who are only called in for the most critical missions. The CISO and CSO operate on
a higher level in MSSPs, assisting with strategic; legal, business and marketing advice
along on the MIT and to C-suite executives through the management channel. Having
acquired an holistic perspective of the incident situation, the MIT in collaboration with
the concerning parties leverage an action plan of which they integrate with business
and IT operations at the customers location to start drawing on resources to handle
the incident (of which can be entirely different depending on the scenario, thus the
framework addresses a generic scenario following the incident response life cycle).

• Guided by the SA cycle and IR life cycle, MSSPs incorporate a quality check following
the conclusion of an incident. The quality check is incorporated to analyze the per-
formance of the incident detection and response, to assess whether the right choices
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were made. In the subsequent lessons learned, the security teams discuss and reflect
upon their performance in a plenary format. In this context we argue that the different
security teams (separated by organizational levels) have acquired different perspectives
of SA of which they accumulate to construct Team SA through the collective of a
lessons learned meeting. Completing the framework, the final stage ’feedback’ imposes
the course of action and impacts the state of the environment which is ultimately
perceived by the MSSP team through its Situation Awareness all over again.

6.1 Contribution to theory and industry

Our work contributes to situation awareness theory in the context of cybersecurity opera-
tions and incident response by advancing the understanding of the organizational capabilities
of MSSPs to develop situation awareness of the cyber-threat landscape and to manage the
broader operational dynamics. By introducing the empirically validated dynamic framework
enhancing situation awareness in cybersecurity SOC—IR we expand on existing models of
situation awareness. Through Endsley (1995)’s ’Situation Awareness’ process model for hu-
man cognition that is framed from an information-processing perspective we use the logic
of an operators ’state of knowledge’ that can exist at three different level states in a larger
context and for expanded use, which collectively leads to the making of a decision and action
execution. Following, the framework improves on Endsley’s concept of ’feedback’ where we
argue assessment of the decision-making process allows for improved impact of its influence
onto the environment. As for Ahmad et al. (2021)’s process model Situation awareness in
Cybersecurity IR we apply its dynamic behavior processes to an MSSP cybersecurity opera-
tions and IR context and expand its function to a broader operational environment including
conditional parties (e.g., external domains through the communication channels). Using Ah-
mad et al. (2021)’s case unit of Information flow and communication pathways we interpret
and bring to life a flow diagram to replicate the organizational structure of a cybersecurity
SOC-IR team. Through the combination of all the models, scrutinized and validated through
discussion and input with cybersecurity specialists we have been made able to propose a con-
ceptual framework which represents the workings of cybersecurity operations teams in the
context of MSSPs to construct SA knowledge.

For industry, our work on account of our interactions with cybersecurity specialists, brings
to life the best practices applied for large scale enterprise MSSPs and enlightens the dynam-
ics within such processes when it comes to cybersecurity operations. The framework in this
respect reflects guiding practices for organizations to apply in the formation of similar cyber-
security operation teams. Even for organizations outside the MSSP business, this framework
can provide insights or guidelines towards raising awareness in operators through generaliz-
ing the processes that allow for the construction of SA. Furthermore, it may prove helpful
for organizations opting to outsource such operations to understand the services they are
provided. Lastly, we create opportunities for organizations to benchmark their operations
and compare themselves with best practice MSSPs to improve on operating procedures.

6.2 Limitations and opportunities for further research

First, given a larger network of connections, we could have broadened the population of
enquiry to include participants from a greater number of relevant organizations. This would
allow for a more saturated perspective and a broader understanding of the subject in ques-
tion. Given more time we could have expanded the scope of our investigation to for example
include non-IT personnel in order to gain a broader understanding of enterprise situation
awareness and investigate the interactions between cybersecurity and non-cybersecurity per-
sonnel during incident response.
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Second, although our study is grounded in theory (i.e our selected interpretation of the
concepts of cybersecurity operations and SA were developed from elements of Ahmad et al.
(2021)’s process model and case unit, and Endsley (1995) logic), there are various theories
of situation awareness and IR dynamics that could have been examined and used to improve
upon the quality of the overall theoretical contribution. Also, through our research we realize
there are things we could explore further. While our study explored some aspects of for ex-
ample information sharing, we could have expanded our scope to include sharing of situation
awareness knowledge across organizational boundaries, i.e. inter-organizational; distributed;
SA. But we did not have neither the time or resources to pursue this. By pursuing this angle,
we would investigate how organizations communicate with one another and what channels
they use to do so for example.

Third, interviewing people who work in cybersecurity, the respondents may not be able to
provide an adequate answer as the information they have could be sensitive. Following our
interviews we found there was a lot of content of which could not be presented in the em-
pirical findings. It would be interesting to approach this study through action research for
example and reflect on own practices to contribute to this work.

Lastly, given the nature of the organizations that were investigated in this exploratory study,
a key limitation is the lack of generalization. The inquired organizations are large scale and
ultimately specialized in cybersecurity services (MSSPs), thus for smaller and less capa-
ble organizations the dynamics and capability requirements of the framework could be too
complicated and could differ substantially from that of e.g., an SME context. Thus, by
expanding this work to include a broader range of organizational contexts, as the fewest
of organizations are of the size of LSE, one could improve the overall applicability of the
framework and significantly contribute to theory on the subject.
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Appendix A

Interview Questions

Del 1: Generell informasjon om deg og organisasjonen

1) Hvilken rolle og arbeidserfaring har du i organisasjonen?
2) Hva er dine arbeidsoppgaver på dagsbasis?
3) Hva er dine tanker om situasjonsbevissthet?
4) Har du tatt del i noen relevante prosjekter om situasjonsbevissthet?
5) Hvordan vil du karakterisere bedriftens type forretningsvirksomhet?
6) Hvor lenge har dere vært i denne bransjen?
7) Hva slags kunder har dere?
8) Har dere noe statistikk på antall hendelser mot dere selv eller kundene deres? f.eks. antall
cybersikkerhet-hendelser per dag/uke/måned/år?

Del 2: IT og Cybersikkerhet

1) Vi vet at dere bruker en SIEM-løsning for å håndtere hendelsesdata. Hvilken leverandør
eller teknologi bruker dere, og hvorfor har dere valgt spesifikt denne?
2) Kan du fortelle litt om strukturen rundt SIEM plattformen?
3) Hvem opererer SIEM plattformen og oppfatter dataene for å danne forståelig/brukbar
informasjon for tolkning av ledere og beslutningstakere/ potensielt ikke-teknisk forstående?
4) Har dere et trusseletteretnings-team eller noen som utfyller en slik rolle?
5) Benytter dere også en ‘leverandør’ av trusseletterretning?
6) Er dere del av et informasjonsdeling-nettverk sammen med andre bedrifter eller funksjoner
for å dele og motta informasjon om trusler og potensielle hendelser?
7) Bruker du eller dere andre former for ekstern informasjonsdeling for å få gjort jobben
deres?

Del 3: Ved en sikkerhetshendelse

1) Hva ser du på som de største utfordringene knyttet til en cyber-sikkerhetshendelse?
2) Ut i fra din rolle; hvis det oppstår en sikkerhetshendelse, hva sier retningslinjer og pro-
tokoller om hva du skal gjøre da?
3) Hvordan sørger dere for at de ansatte tar lærdom av oppståtte cyber-sikkerhetshendelser?

Del 4: Kan du følge oss gjennom bedriftens prosess for hendelses-respons på en alvorlig
cyber-sikkerhetshendelse; fra start til slutt?

Vi ønsker å skape en dialog her. I og med at dette er et semistrukturert intervju er vi klare
med oppfølgingsspørsmål ettersom du eventuelt forklarer om de forskjellige prosessene.

Del 5: Rammeverket og situasjonsbevissthet
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Vi vil presentere vårt rammeverk, forklare litt rundt teorien og hvordan rammeverket skal
tolkes. Gjennomgangen tar ca 3 minutter før vi ønsker å få validert vår tolkning av hvordan
hendelseshåndtering i SOC fungerer samt hvordan situasjonsbevissthet oppfattes og infor-
masjonsflyt foregår blant de ansatte. Likeså ønsker vi her å skape en dialog, og gjerne en
diskusjon rundt rammeverket som kan løpe ut tiden av intervjuet.
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Appendix B

Interview Guide

Takk for at du deltar i dette intervjuet med oss. Hensikten med dette intervjuet er å un-
dersøke situasjonsbevissthet innen hendelseshåndtering, praksis brukt for å oppnå dette, og
hvordan dette gjennomføres for å øke bevisstheten hos de ansatte. Målet med intervjuet er å
forstå hva som er praksis for så å potensielt finne ut hva som er beste praksis basert på deres
kunnskap og den kunnskapen vi har opparbeidet oss i løpet av vår litteraturgjennomgang. Vi
vil også, med samme formål, sammenligne deres praksis med andre intervjuobjekters praksis.
Intervjuet vil derfor både forsøke å validere den forståelsen vi har for disse praksisene, samt
også stille spørsmål for å utfylle de eventuelle mangler vi har i vår kunnskap. Vi ønsker
også å validere et rammeverk som vi har utviklet som tar for seg situasjonsbevissthet innen
hendelseshåndtering.

Dette intervjuet er anonymt. Vi vil IKKE skrive noe personlig informasjon om intervjuobjek-
tet. Eventuelle personlige opplysninger vil ikke bli transkribert eller lagt til i dokumentet,
og alle opptak vil bli slettet ved slutten av hovedleveransen, beregnet dato: 03.06.2022.
Intervjuobjektet står fritt til å nekte å svare på spørsmål uten å gi grunnlag for dette. In-
tervjuobjektet forstår at dette intervjuet og informasjon innhentet fra det, vil bli brukt i
masteroppgaven “A Dynamic Framework Enhancing Situational Awareness in Cybersecurity
Incident Response for Enterprises” og gir samtykke til studentene ved UiA under Master:
Cybersikkerhet ledelse: Jarl Andreassen og Martin Eileraas, å bruke intervjuet og ta opp i
masteroppgaven deres.

Intervjuet er semistrukturert og vil stille spørsmål om hvordan den ansatte har opplevd
sikkerhetspraksis, om de har en viss forståelse av situasjonsbevissthet, og hvordan dette
påvirker deres organisasjon og hvor godt visse praksiser fungerer for organisasjonen og den
ansatte.

Det er ønskelig at vi klarer å holde oss litt innenfor temaet som diskuteres med en viss vekt
på å være kort og konsis - med all respekt :)

Estimert tid for dette intervjuet er 50 minutter.
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Del 1: Generell informasjon om deg og organisasjonen

1) Hvilken rolle og arbeidserfaring har du i organisasjonen?
2) Hva er dine arbeidsoppgaver på dagsbasis?
3) Hva er dine tanker om situasjonsbevissthet?
4) Har du tatt del i noen relevante prosjekter om situasjonsbevissthet?
5) Hvordan vil du karakterisere bedriftens type forretningsvirksomhet?
6) Hvor lenge har dere vært i denne bransjen?
7) Hva slags kunder har dere?
8) Har dere noe statistikk på antall hendelser mot dere selv eller kundene deres? f.eks. antall
cybersikkerhet-hendelser per dag/uke/måned/år?

Del 2: IT og Cybersikkerhet

1) Vi vet at dere bruker en SIEM-løsning for å håndtere hendelsesdata. Hvilken leverandør
eller teknologi bruker dere, og hvorfor har dere valgt spesifikt denne?
2) Kan du fortelle litt om strukturen rundt SIEM plattformen?
3) Hvem opererer SIEM plattformen og oppfatter dataene for å danne forståelig/brukbar
informasjon for tolkning av ledere og beslutningstakere/ potensielt ikke-teknisk forstående?
4) Har dere et trusseletteretnings-team eller noen som utfyller en slik rolle?
5) Benytter dere også en ‘leverandør’ av trusseletterretning?
6) Er dere del av et informasjonsdeling-nettverk sammen med andre bedrifter eller funksjoner
for å dele og motta informasjon om trusler og potensielle hendelser?
7) Bruker du eller dere andre former for ekstern informasjonsdeling for å få gjort jobben
deres?

Del 3: Ved en sikkerhetshendelse

1) Hva ser du på som de største utfordringene knyttet til en cyber-sikkerhetshendelse?
2) Ut i fra din rolle; hvis det oppstår en sikkerhetshendelse, hva sier retningslinjer og pro-
tokoller om hva du skal gjøre da?
3) Hvordan sørger dere for at de ansatte tar lærdom av oppståtte cyber-sikkerhetshendelser?

Del 4: Kan du følge oss gjennom bedriftens prosess for hendelses-respons på en alvorlig
cyber-sikkerhetshendelse; fra start til slutt?

Vi ønsker å skape en dialog her. I og med at dette er et semistrukturert intervju er vi klare
med oppfølgingsspørsmål ettersom du eventuelt forklarer om de forskjellige prosessene.

Del 5: Rammeverket og situasjonsbevissthet

Vi vil presentere vårt rammeverk, forklare litt rundt teorien og hvordan rammeverket skal
tolkes. Gjennomgangen tar ca 3 minutter før vi ønsker å få validert vår tolkning av hvordan
hendelseshåndtering i SOC fungerer samt hvordan situasjonsbevissthet oppfattes og infor-
masjonsflyt foregår blant de ansatte. Likeså ønsker vi her å skape en dialog, og gjerne en
diskusjon rundt rammeverket som kan løpe ut tiden av intervjuet.
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Appendix C

Consent Form
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